
This Agreement is made as oHhe date of· ratification 

BETWEEN: 

THE GRANDVIEW SURVIVORS SUPPORT GROUP 

-and-

THE GOVERNMENT OF ONTARIO 
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OVERVIEW 

This Agreement is based on a recognition that abuse or mistreatment as defined 
in this Agreement cannot be tolerated nor condoned. It is ·further based on a 
recognition that society has ·a direct responsibility to provide the support necessary 
to facilitate the healing process of survivors of sexual and institutionalized abuse, 
particularly when such abuse arises in the ·context of an institution housing children. 
If also recognizes the current individual-based solutions O'ffered by the civil justice 
system are inadequate responses to institutionalized and sexual ·abuse. These 
problems arc prevalent enough in our society so as to warrant a social h3sed response 
which seeks, ultimately, to facilitate the healing of survivors of .such abuse and 
mistreatment. 

In an effort to ernpower the voices of those who are to be the beneficiaries of 
this Agreement, it was agreed that the negotiating representatives would.embark on 
an alternative dispute resolution process. This process was carefully designed to give 
real voice to those who would be directly affected by the results sought to be 
achieved, in ·a process that was not overburdened with legalistic tactics. Accordingly, 
four former residents at Grandview who were executive members of the Grandview 

· Survivors Support Group representing in this endeavour more than 130 members 
participated with their counsel ·in the various negotiation .sessions. 

The initial agenda was; indeed, formulated by the needs identified by the 
executive of the group in consultation with the membership of the Grandview 
Survivors Support Group so that as brqad a base for discussion as possible could be 
developed. The Government was represented by experienced legal counsel and by a 
civil servant .who had much experience in dealing with the issues of violence against 
w.omen as a community advocate.. The Grandview ~Urvivors Group. was also 
represented by the legal counsel of their choice. Finally, a facilitator was present at 
these sessions. Her commitment to these issues and her equality driven process was 
critical to ensuring that all voices were heard at the table, ~ith dignity. 

These sessions were typically full day· sessions and occurred once and then 
twice monthly over a period of six months, A process of mutual education was 
engaged upon and was a critical feature of the negotiations. In between meetings, 
each. party assumed the. obligation to keep tf!eir respective membership or client 
groups fully informed and to prepare for addressing specific matters at subsequent 
sessions. 

The purpose of thi~· Agreement is to engage- in a . process to afford. to -any 
~ligible pe~son re~l opportunities to h·eal a·nd to introduce real ho"pe for a better future. 
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The Agreement does not seek to single out any particular individual for blame. 
It, in fa.ct, recognizes that there were within the administration of the training school 
system many persons w:1o sincerely believed ~n the remed!al philosophy of the 
institutions and who were personally committed to the creation of a just and 
protective environment for those in their care. · 

How an{ particular person or why such person was committed to the training 
school system and why Gra.ndview was determined to be an appropriate p!a~ement 
for any individual are not.ln issue here •. In each case, a judicial determination was 
made based· on criteria considered appropriate. t 

It is acknowledged that, in individual cases, allegations· ha.ve been made that 
officials employed by the Government and placed in positions of trust and auth0ritY 
over their wards abused that trust in ways that if proven would constitute serious 
criminal misconduct. There are. criminal charges pending in a numbe~ of cases and 
further charges against other persons are expected. 

It is recognized that every effort should be made to ensure that nothing 
contemplated to be done under the terms of this Agreement affects the integrity: of 
the criminal justice process. However, if there are needs that are identified which 
must be addressed now, every effort will be made to meet those needs but without 
jeopardizing any prosecution. · 

The. Grandview Training School for Girls ("Grandview") opened in 1932, and 
was formafly'known as the Ontario Training School for Girls -Galt. It was located at 
what· is now known as Cambridge, Ontario. 

Grandview was an institution housing, at any one time; approximately 120 girls 
with 30~35 girls housed in Churchill House, a. secure facility. It appears that these 
girls we·re wards of the Ontario Government or of Grandview at the time of their 
committal to Grandview. By the terms of the governing legislation in place from time 
to time {repealed in 1982); the girls' parents lost their parental rights through the 
wardship process. 

This Agreement is designed to address the consequences of "abuse" and 
"mistreatment" as those terms are defined, of those who were actually resident at 
Grandview. 

It is understood that the beneficiaries. of these arrangements were children at 
the time of admittance to Grandview. · 

Actions that are. gender based and result in physical, sexua·l or ps-ychological 
harm or suffering to wome11 including threats of same, coercion or. arbitrary 
deprivation of liberty are abusive and this Agreement reflects the abhorrence of such 
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conduct. This Agreemen.t will support efforts both of a policy and of a legislative 
nature to prevent and remedy the consequences of the Kind of condu~t des·cribed 
here, in recognition that these .issues require a society based response to supplement 
the case by case dispute resolution system which informs our civil justice process. 

Early detection of the circumstances and instance~ of abuse, intervention in 
effective ways and support for the healing of the consequences of this conduct are 
recognized as essential. The loss of trust in the institutions responsible for the care 
of young people and the !'ersonnel ru-nning them represents a legitimate social 
concern. The loss .of self confidence and self esteem and ability to freely enter 
relationships of intimacy requiring trust and the corresponding distru.st of authority 
exact lifelong penalti.es for the individual survivor of abuse. As well, unacceptable 
·financial burdens are imposed on the social services, health and court systems in ·.vhat 
are often disjointed responses to complaints of.abuse. 

!t is an objective of the various components of this ·Agreement to facilitate a 
path of healing and recognition of self fulfilment far its beneficiaries. It is hoped that 
the coordination ·at the various components, will, as an integrated whole,· p[pduce a 
more accountable and effective response far survivors of institutionalized an·d sexual 
abuse. ~ 

It is recd,gnized that g·reater·:success may be achieved by early attention to the 
needs of the beheficiaries and that,.the failure to carry through with the promise of this 
Agreement wi!F carry with it the risk of ft,.rrther harm. 

It is the hope· of the parties to this Agreement and each individual who seeks 
to access the benefits of these arrangements that the provisions of this Agreement 
provide the best alternative of all likely to permit healing and reintegration of the 
beneficiaries into full partnership with society. 

It is also recognized that barriers based on ge.nder, race and class consideratfons 
exist, that these "biases" exist In any system .presently if'! place to address the needs 
of women and this Agreeme·nt seeks to identify and eliminate these systemic issues 
that would otherwise prevent the promise of this Agreement being realized. There is 
an interrelationship between sexism, racial and Class distinctions which together foster 
violent actions. 

It is the intention here to develop a non court based process to a·ddress the 
needs of those aff!3Cted by certain conduct, to suggest a fT!.Odel adaptable to other 
circumstances. Far it to work, various Government ministries, private and public 
advocates and the survivors have all committed-their coopeFation 'to crC!ft a uniQUE? 
response to sexual ana institutional abuse. 

---. ·-
.. 

I 

_:. 
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l:t is a key fea"tun{ of these arrangements that the encounter of a survivor of 
abuse with the community bc.supportive and that tne response by the community be 
collective and coordinated. · 

A commitment to help eradic;ate abuse and it"s underlying causes is shared by 
all who participated in ~he development of the approach disclosed in the text of this 
Agreement. · · 

It is hoped that this text and its underlying process will be a new starting point 
in ultimately achieving this commitment. 
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1 . DEFINITIONS 

1 .1 ABUSE m~ans an injury as a result of the commission of a criminal act or act of 
gro.ss misconduct by a guard or other official at Grandview or in some circumstances 
by another ward and includes physical and sexual assault or sexual exploitation. It is 
acknowledged· that sexual abuse includes arbitrary or exploitative internal 
examinations for which no·reasonable medical justification existed ·a·nd which.resulted 
in demonstrable harm. 

Act of Abuse is the act that.causes the injury. 

1.2 MISTREATMENT means an injury as a result of a pattern· of conduct that was 
"cruel" and for which no reasonable justification could exist (arbitrary) and includes 
conduct that -was non physical but had as a design the depersonalization and 
demoralization. of the person with the consequent loss in self esteem, and may involve 
discipline measures unauthorized by any supetior ·autho~ity·. This is conduct that Is. 
plainly contrary to the policies and procedures goveming conduct at Grandview and 
the purpose of the governing legislation. Proof must eSta.blish a pattern of conduct 
directed towards the individual p~rsonally and errors of 'judgement will not b~ 
sufficient. This conduct may include taunts, intimidation, insults, abusive language, 
the withholding of. emotional supports, deprivation of parental visits, threats of 
isolation, and psychologically cruel discipline or measures which were not officially 
permitted in the management and control of the residents of the facility.· 

. . 
The general environment of Grandview, the discipline and regulation of the conduct 
of the wards in accordance with policies and procedures established for the 
governan(::e and management of the institution cannot constitute mistreatment.· 

The act of mistreatment is the act ,or acts that causethe Injury .. 

1.3 ELIGIBILITY -·general definition - any former ward at Grandview is eligible to 
apply under section 3 for access to the group benefits provided for under this 
Agreement and in accordance with its terms. ·On meeting those criteria, the person 
is eligible to access the group benefits. 

1.4 ELIGIBILITY * special -definition - a former ward at ·Grandview who meets the 
general. definition to · access group benefits who r~ceives validation. under 
paragraph (8.4) if required and meets the specific criteria set out in the paragraphs 

· under section 4: of this Agreement are eligible to receive individual be·nefits. . 

1.5 ELIGIBILITY AND IMPLEMENTATION COMMITTEE {E.I.C.) is established under 
this Agreement to assess applications and. to oversee· arid ___ superintend the 
implem~ntation of the benefits under this Agreemenr. {Section 7). . 
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1.6 V~LIDATJON is the process set out in paragraph (8.4) under which an applicant 
establishes her entitlement to access the benefits under paragraphs (4.1 ), (4.21, (4.3L 
(4.4) and {4.5) of this Agreement. · 

1. 7 ADJUDICATOR is the person designated under this Agreement to hear and 
dete·rmine certification and entitlement issue~ under this Agreement. R~fer to 
paragraph {8.4). 

..~·:' 

1.8 GROUP BENEFITS are those. programs ·provided for under the provisions of 
p9r.9graphs: (2. 1) access to the crisis line; {2.~) t(31;1;QO remova!/scar reduction; (2.3) 
General Acknowledgement. · 

1.9 INDIVIDUAL BENEFITS are those programs provided for. under pa.ragraphs: 
(4. 1 .. 0) Vocational or educational training or upgrading; (4.2.0} direct financial support 
in the form of an award made in accordance with the provisions· of this Agreement 
and an additional payment for major and exceptional meqical/dental expenses as 
directed by the adjudicator where the benefit from the fund established under section 
12 is insufficient;. (4.3.0) financial services (4.4.0) counsellingitherapy; and 
(4.5 .0} Individual Acknowledgement. 

1.10 GENERAL BENEFITS are those programs, actions or commitments that the 
Government may undertake or foster and which may provide benefits to survivors of 
sexual, physical and institutionalized abuse generally. This Agreement .reflects a 
willingness on the part of the parties to work co-operatively together and with others 
to examine how best to addr-ess particular needs. These are' initiatives not necessarily 
confined to providing benefits to the former. residents of Grandview but can be 
considered in a broader context and may require the development of a process 
permitting consultation and discussion With other stake holders; These are benefits 
which, when provided, reflect a recognition by a conc~rned and caring community 
that among its members are those who through particular misfortune have yet to 

. participate as fully in the ·life of their community as they might. 

These· benefits are described in section 6 and include (a) legislative initiatives. and 
(b) rese·arch initiatives. 

1.11 The "GRANDVIEW SURVIVORS SUPPOR1 GROUP" ("G.S.S.G. ") is an 
expanding non:-pr9fit organization of former ~ards at Grandview (formerly known as 
Gra(ldview Training Schooi for Girls, and the Ontario Training School for ~Iris - Galt} 
formed .to provide emotional and therapeutic support to its membership, to seek· on· 
behalf of its membership opportunities for .imprqvement in their livelihood and 
representing the various needs of the membership (see their own terms of reference).' 
It also fulfils a soci?l, politic9,l a.nd legal advocacy role on b~half.of the Grol.lp's 
membership and individual members where necessary vis-a-vis the Government ·and 
the justice system. · · · · · 
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1.12 The "GOVERNMENT OF ONTARIO" means Her Majesty The Queen in Right of 
the Province of Ontario. 

1.13 BENEFICIARY OF THIS AGREEMENT -.any former ward of Grandview who 
meets the eligibility criteria for group· or individual benefits. Membership i.n the 
G.S.S.G. is not a requirement. 

1.14 . DURATION - Applications for access to the various benefits l!nder this 
Agreement except as otherwise provided will be accepted until· one year after the 
ratification of this Agreement. Exceptions may thereafter· be made by the E.I.C. or 
alternative agency on a case-by case basis. 

2.0 GRQ!JP s::~EFITS 

2.1 .0 CRISIS LINE 

2. 1.1 Any former ward at Grandview is entitled to access the crisis line . .J.mless the 
crisis line service described here is discontinued or replaced by an alternative service, 
in· which case such alternative. service will be available to all former wards. This 
service is available without proof that the benefiting pe'rson was subjected to any 
conduct while at Grandview. that could have caus~d or contribut~d to. the crisis ··· :'r 
circumstances. · · ~: 

2.1.2 A crisis line has been established. by the Government of Ontario ·and funded on 
a trial- basis for a period of one year. The Government of Ontario recently r·enewed 
the crisis line contract. for an additional1 year period ending March 14, 1995, and is 
subject to further renewal as hereinafter provided. The number to access the line is 
1-800-668-4145. The establishment of. this response to the needs of former 
Grandview wards was done with the support and active participation of the G.S.S.G., 
and included training by the members of those responsible for responding to those in 
need. This program will remain funded in its preser•t form until' assessment Indicates 
th~:t continued suppqrt for an exclusive line cannot be justified.· 

2.1.3 An assessment by the ·Government of Ontario with the participation of the 
G.S.S.G. and the host agency will be undertaken to detennine whether there is a need 
to maintain this program for tho sole and exclusive access 'by former wards of 
Grandvi.ew. The assessment will contain recommendations in this regard. It is 
understood. that as long as the crisis line receives an average of two calls per day, 
seven days per week, over -a six month period ending on September 14, 1994 and 
where the qalls are considered appropriate to a crisis line, its funding will continue for. 
si.;( month renewal per~ods, after _each which an assessment w.ill deter.mine if the 
service will continue. It is als.o understood that .when and if it is ~eterrnined that ttl~ 
crisis line is no longer needed (or is be sf replaced. by· an alternative comparable 
service}, there will be a final aqdit_ional six month winding· down period. Notice shall 

--:.._ 
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be give.n to the G.S.S.G. ·before any decisions are .made which fundamentally affect . 
the crisis line so that during the winding down ;:>eriod the G.S.S.G. can inform its 
membership and tt}e .staff of tne service provider can .inform those who contact them 
that' th~ serVice wiii be discontinu~d or be managed in some.altered'way as the case 
may be .. 

2. 1.4 An assessment wUI take place every six months during the continuation of the. · 
. service. An assessment, when completed, will be· submitted to''the Eligibility and 

Implementation Committee (if the E.I.C. is established) for review and comment if it 
discloses a use below·that ~e~ out in paragraph (2.1.3) .s() .as to justify discontinuance. 
The decision will be made-by the Government, with consultation from the G.S.S.G., 
and will be sensitive to the needs of the beneficiaries. 

2. 1 .5 If the assessment recommends discontinuation as the service receives less than 
an average of two calls per day, the E.I.C. (if one has been created) will consider 
whether there still remains· some sufficient need for any program and, if. there is, the 
E.I.C. will determine how that need can be met by providingacc;esstoa non exclusive 
program and its views· will be considered by the Government: If some alternative 
arrangement would meet the needs of the benefiting pe~son, t[len the E.l. C. will &ssist 
in ensuring that those assuming responsibility for intervention are properly trained, 
using as a guideline the tr~ining process used by the current crisis .line workers 
(including training 'by Grandview Survivors). 

2~2.0 TATTOO REMOVALJSGAR REDUCTION 

' 
2.2. 1 Any former ward at Grandview for a period of not less tha·n six months, and 
where the tattooing or scarring was self-inflicted or the result ot self-inflicted injury, 
will be entitled, on proof of such circumstances,- to the benefits of the program and 
subject to the limitations' of the program provided for under this Agreement. 

2.2.2 An application for tattov removal may take the form of a written statement to 
the fact of the necessary circumstance set out abpve and will; subject ·to verification, 
be accepted as sufficient for the purpose of this parag.raptl. The $tatement will set 
out clearly when the applicant attended Grandview and that the tattoo(s) were 
inflicted during that time. . · · 

2.2.3 Each applicant requesting tatto'o removal will be examined by a speci.alist in· 
dermatology who will, Jn consultation with the service provider, advi.se whether t~e 
applicant is an appropriate candidate for the laser .treatment program provided for 
under this Agreement. In each case, a total fee for the service will be determined tn 
accordance with the schedule of fees agreed to between the·G~vernment of Ontari.o 
and t~e servic~ provider. Benefiting persons will be required to agree to a particular 

. program of. treatments-at specific times and in accordance with the terms ·a.nd 
conditions of the Agreement between tt.le Government and the service provider~ ·. · 
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2.2.4 In the event thqt the benefiting person is not an appropriate candidate for laser 
treatments, then surgical options can be considered and, if deemed medically 
app,·opriate, will be funded under this arrangement. Any surgical option must not 
involve a cost expenditure in excess of 2 times the cost ·of the ·laser tre.atment. . . 

2.2.5 In order to defray the costs of this program and to establish with certainty the 
costs thereof, the Government will establish a fund based on the number of persons 
who identify themselves by not later than twelve months following the ratification 
date of this Agreement or who are already known as requiring treatment multiplied by 
a factor calculated as follows: 2 times the numbers of tattoos as are identified by 
members of the G.S.S.G. The initial estimate based on the latter formula is 
$120,000.00. . This figure may increase with Increased numbers of persons who 
identify themselves within the twelve month period. 

2.2.6 This fund constitutes the money available for tattoo removal and if exhausted 
will not be replenished.· In the event that funds remain after applicants who have 
identified themselves in the riext,twelve month period have· received the s~rvice, new 
applications will be received on a first come, first served basis. AflY money thereafter 
remaining will_ be allocated to other costs or benefits under this Agreement. ·!!.' ' 

2.2.7 Scar reduction may be feasible and skin graft may be appropriate. In the event 
a Grandview Survivor submits an application for sea{ reduction, supported .by a 
medical doctor, the expenditure will be authorized by the E.I.C. There will be a 
general fund .of $50,000 set aside for scar reduction programs. Once the fund is 
depleted, no further funding will be provided. An application supported by an 
appropria.te medical opinion must be submitted within a period of twelve months after 
the date of ratification in the case of a member of the G.S.S.G. In other cases, the 
Government may permit a person to access this benefrt after the twelve month period 
has expired. 

2.2.8 Those who have previously had tattoos removed under medically approved· 
circumstances will be· ineligible for benefits under this paragraph {unless they have 
'further tattoos to be removed and otherwise qualify). However, those recipient~ will 
be reimbursed for the cost of the tattoo removal that they personally incurred or 
which was incurred on their behalf by a family member. If the tatt00$ were removed 
under some program available generally in the community which was publicly or 
otherwise .funded~ no relmburs.ement will be allowed. This is to prevent duplication 
of recovery by benefitting persons. 

2.2.9 Applications for reimbursement will be accompanied by evidence s~tisfactory 
to the government that the amount sought to be· recovered has been spent for the 
purpose claimed. ·A .sworn statement will be sufficient, unle~s the· amount of 
reimbursement sought exceeds $500, irr which case some .form of corroboration ·is 
req4ired. 
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2.3.0 GENERAL ACKNO~LEDGEMENT 

2.3.1 Each beneficiary will be entitled :o receive an acknowledgement from the 
Government intended to reflect a recognition of the efforts of the G.S.S.G. to bring 
to the attention of provinc,ia! authorities allegations of ,abuse and in the context of this 
Agreement to develop, a non court based process designed to ass,lst those who may 
have suffered abuse in the circumstarices reflected in this Agreement. Any process 
must be sensitive to' the need to ensure the integrity of the criminal pi'Osecution 
process and to respect' the rights of, those accused ,of crime. Any such 
acknowledgement will be !n a general form. 

2.3.2 It is anticipated that at an appropriate time such general acknowledgement will 
be read out by the Attorney General in l.i.e ,Legislature On the presence of the 
G.S.S.G.) so as to constitute a part of the public record and a visible and public 
statement by the Government. 

3.0 APPLICATION AND OUAUFlCAT!ONS- GROUP BENEFITS 

3; 1 A completed application will be made in accorc:fance with the form attached as 
Appendix A and must fully respond to the various requests for ·information. The 
application must be sworn as to the truth of the contents .In the case where individual 
benefits are also sought then a single application form. set out in Appendix B may b·e 
used. 

3.1.1 The basic requirement to access the general benefits is that the applicant must 
have been admitted to Grandview under the Training Schools Act and actually resided 
at the school. The application will set out the time period during which she was 
resident and the House(s) in which she resided must be. set out. lri addition, there are 
specific criteria for particular programs described under the applic'able section of this 
Agreement. 

4.0 JNDIVIOUALBENEFITS 

4.1.0 VQCATIONAL OB EDUCATIONAL TRAINING QR UPGRADING 

4. 1.1 To assist the recipient Jn determining a suitable program of study or training, 
the Gov~rnment will ·pay the cost of a psycho.:edu·cational assessment. The 
assessment is optional and is not a precondition to an applicant's entitlement to 
educational opportunities as_hereinafter set out. H9wever, it c;an be used to support 
the applicant's entitlement to educational/vocational opportunities hereunder. 
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4.1.4, A program of a vocational or educational nature may be approved by the E. I. C. 
with additional life skills or basic upgrading training combined to reach that program. 
The Government of Ontario will be responsible for the basic costs (other than a living 
or support allowance) of such program{s) limited to tuition or analogous fee, books 
and course materials and a transportation allowance, and child care costs where need 
is established. In addition, the cost of a computer may be covered where it is an 
essential requirement to access the program or where its absence would disqualify the 
recipient from accessing the program. The continuation of any· program will be 
subject to the following conditions: -

(a) The applicant is expected to attend all class~s, fill course requirements, and 
to successfully complete the course of study approved: It is understood that 
approval ·for continued funding may be revoked if the. applicant, for an 
unjustified reason, fails the program, in which case the applicant will not be 
funded to repeat any part of the program. · 

4.2.0 DIRECT FINANCIAL SUPPORT 

4.2.1 On validation; the Adjudicator will·assess a claim for direct financial support 
in accordance with the standards set out In this paragraph. 

4.2.2 In assessing a claim, the Adjudicator will determine whether the claimant was 
the victim of abuse and/or mistreatment and, if so, the extent ofthe harm and will use 
the matrix listed·;~ paragraph 4:2.6. The matrix states the minimum and maximum 
award ranges. The conduct described in the matrix is .a guide only. The Adjudicator 
has a limited discretion to fix ~he award within the range prescribed. The Adjudicator 
will have regard to the factors set out in paragraph 4.2~5 and in the Guidelines for 
Assessme.nt of the Paymeflt in Appendix F in fixing an award. 

4.2.3 The Adjudicator will assess the. claim on 'the basis of a finding of cre~ib!lity of 
the applicant. Where possible, the applicant may resort to documentary evidence· 
and/or witnesses, such &s her treating therapist, to support her own evidence. ·It Is 
understood, however, that Crown Ward files have been seized by the police and, 
therefore, may not be available to the applicant. In such a case, the Adjudicator will 
not draw an adverse inference against the applicant. . . . 

4.2.4 · An administrative law system is the model for adjudication. lt is the 
expectation of the parties· that the average length· o·f each adjudication will be 
approximately one-half ~ay. · 

4.2.5 In assessing a claim, the adjqdicator will bave regard for the follow(ng .matter~: 

(A) How long was the claimant in residence? 
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· (.8) . What was age of applicant? 

(C) Were· complaints made and if so when? 

{D) By whom were the acts gommitted? What was the 
the clai{llant to the person 7 

14 

relationship of 

(E) What was the frequency of the abuse and mistreattnent? Was It an 
isolated act or a series of acts? 

(F) What was the nature ·and severity of the abuse and mistreatment? 

(G). ·What. was the impaCt on the claimant? What was/is the consequence 
·of the abuse 7 What treatment has been received for the injuries 
identified? 

(H) Were crlmin~l charges laid; was there a conviction; ·was conduct 
criminal in nat1,.1re 7 (it is understood that many of the hearings may be 
concluded before the on-going criminal investig(ltions are concluded, and 
accordingly, no adverse inferenc·e should be made with respect to 
beneficiaries whose alleged perpetrators have not yet been charged or 
convicted. Furthermore, n~ither the laying of criminal charges nor a 
conviction· are preconditions for certificatioh and relief under thls 
agreement.)· 

(I) .. Was the claimant a resident of Churchill House? 

The adjudicator must be satisfied that the conduct·complained of was not 
. minor and that the injury sustained was substantial._and prolonged. 

4.2.6 Matrix 

. 4.2. 6.1 Ttie matrix is only an indication of what might be expected from the process. 
The matrix should be read with the whole Agreement. No two awards will be the 
same b.ut the matrix gives exa{llples of the likely award range where the proof is 
satisfactory. · · 

ActJt Moqod Harm/injury Evidoncefproof Award Ranoa 

Repeated serious. sexual Continuing horm resulting possible: H0,000.00-$60,000.00 
llbuee{eexuel in aoriows dyt1function. modlcal/p•ychological! · 
intercouru/IIMI/oral) & Adjudiootor applies thorapiatlpolico 

, 
phySical beating & toreats standards sot out in reports/direct o'Jidence of 

Agreement victim if.crodlblol -
witnoss~s/docuf!1cntarr 

.. conviction of Qorpotnitor 
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-~ Hannliojury Ellido110e/proof Award Range 
' 

Physical abuao lnvoMng Hsmt auffioiont to justify same as llbovo $20,000.00..$40,000.00 
ho8pltali:zation with broken award must be ·mid ranoo• 
bonea or urioua intel'l\tJI demom~tratod. Adjudlo.tor 
irljvriaa llpl)li•• ttel'lderda tot out in 

th<!Agreflrnllnt 

laolatlld &et of aflXI.Ial Hann aufficl•nt to justify a~~rne 118 abow ·$20,000.00 -$40,000.00 
intorcourao/or61 or eoel sox award muat be •nil<:!- range• 
or masturbation with damen11tratod. Adjudicator 
threota or abuse of appl!e;r .-tal'ldardt tot. out in 
positicn of trust tho AorO<!fMnt 

No phywlo&llntorfonmca- L<>no term dotrimontal Mm6HaboYO $3,000.00 on proof of 
fo~of impGt • ool'ld®t must not actl of ebuM or 
•mittrutmont"i.a. cruel haw been lawful or mistreatment. 
oondu<::t that w• col'ldoned. Tho neture of $10,000.00 -$20,000.00 
prolonglld and pef"Ntent. tM harm will detennlne . whore 1111rioua horm foul'ld 
Confinement rn 011011 proof of tho &etl ero by tho ildju.dlcator. 
aeorooation &lone will not eeqaptod whoth<lr a 
attract an award. .minim.!~! ra.covory or a 
Soorogation may be hiqhor ·award. 
justified In accordance 
with lldmlni•trativo .·. 
wthofity. Abuilivo 
ttogrogotion cannot bo. 

'· 

4.2. 7 In order to qualify for an ·award, the applica·nt must demonstrate injury or harm 
which justifies compensation beyond a nominal damages award. 

4.2.8 It is understood that any award under this provision i$ deemed to be in the 
nature of .pain and suffering and represents non pecuniary damages for purposes of 
tax and Government social assistance/benefits programs. · 

4.2.9 In order to assist in carrying out the intent of this Agreement, the Ministry of 
Community and Social Services has ~greed to recommend to. Cabinet that the 

· . regulations made under the Eamliy Benefits Act and the ~eneral V,Yelfare Assistance 
Am be amended. The proposed amendments will exempt the payments made pursuant 
to this Agreement such that they will not .be included as income or assets for the 
purposes of determining the eligibility for social assistance of the person receiving the 
payment. It is understood t.hat interest and other income e~rned on these paymef!ts 
will be taken into consideration in determining eligibilitY and may affect .entitlement .. 

4.2.1 0 In addition to any direct financial award for' pain al)d suffering the adjudicator 
may also give directions for the payment to the service providers by the Government 
of additional. sums not to exceed in the aggregate $10,000.00 to cover exceptional 
medical or cental costs related to the consequences of the, conduct accepted by the 
adjudicator as establishing .validation wh~re no insuran.ce __ coverage_is avaUable. 
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4.~.0 FJNANClAL SERVICES 
' ,' 

4.3.1. Oo the recommen4ation of the Acjjudicator that a payment be made but before 
. the Committee directs the payment of any amount to the claimant, and before any 
~mount becomes due and payabte to that claimant, the provi~ions of this Agreement 
which provide for.the·provision of benefits to designated beneficiaries of the claimant 
may be invoked at the option of the claimant. 

.. .... ., 

4.3.2 If the claimant invokes these provi9i0ns then the .percentage of. the amount 
recommended to be pald sP.,eclfied by the claimant will be eflocated in accordanye with 
the options set out in the-Agreement. 

4.3.3 .A trust fund may be established for the benefit of the child or children or·other · 
named beneficiaries of the claimant and the committee will accept the child or children· 
or other named beneficiaries as the beneficiaries under this Agreement in the place 
and stead of the claimant. Under these provisions, only the children will be accepted 
as substitute beneficiaries without a review by the committee and approval therefore 
to ensure the claimants's decision has not been made under coercion or duress. 

4.3.4 There will be a requirement for reports and evaluation of the program. 

4.3.5 Debt counselling and debt consolidation and budget qSsistance 'will be 
provided, at the expense of.the Government. 

4.3.6 Options to structure the payments and to optionally provide for periodic 
payments will be provided, at the ·expense of the Government.An applicant may 
request before any amount becomes payable that all or a portion of the funds be paid 
as a structured settlement to the applicant who has been validated over a pe-riod of 
years. This may be accomplished by the .purchase of a single premium annuity . 
contract that shall be n·on ·assignable, non commutable and non transferable. The 
annuity contract shall be designed to produce the number of equal payments s pacified 
in the requestamounting in the aggregate to the amount otherwise payable. Entering. 
into these arrangemeryts shall not increase the financial obligations of the Government. 

' ' 

4.4.0 COUNSELLINGp=HERAPY 

4.4. 1 An interim therapy protocol is already in place. The arrangement is only 
temporary and. subJect to change in the discretion of the Government to -meet 
circumstanc~ as 'they develop. Access to the- program does not entitle the persof) 
to ongoing therapy under these arr~mgements afterthe·end of the·transition·period··. · 
.thafis proy:jded for herein. 

4.4.2 The interim cotmselling protocol is attached as Appendix C. 

• 
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4.4.3 In order to access longer term counselling/therapy services an applicant 
presently receiving interim counselling/therapy must, within slx months of the 
ratification date of this Agreement submit her application fer individual benefits. The 
application must be accompanied by a treatment plan prepared by her . ' 

counsellor/therapist who must be a person experienced in treating cases of abuse.· 
The counsellor/therapist must support the position of the claimant th?t · her 
experiences at Grandview likely caused or contributed to her present circumstances 
and that counselling_ services are required. See Appendi~ D for a·'general outline of 
an assessment and intervention\treatment plan and·the kind of inf6rmation required. 
A relationship must be established between the conduct complained of and the need 
for a particular form of therapy •. The detailed Interim ther~py protocol should be 
consulted as a guide to the requirements for approval for longer term therapy. It is 
understood that the progress of therapy will be monitored. . . 

4.4.4 a} If the E.I.C. is concerned about the nature or scope of the proposed 
counselling or tt)erapy expert opinion will be obtained from designated ·persons on any 
aspect of a particular counselling arrangement or other matter pertainlng~to the 
deiivery of appropriate counsejling services. · ,:: · 

4.4.4 b)· An applicant may request that she have the benefit of an assessment by a \ 
designated couns~llor and the GoVernment may provide it. It is-acknowledged that 
an average assessment will take between .two and four hours.· A list of pre-approved 
'experts' will be provided to survivors. . ~ . . 

4.4.5 The interim counselling/therapy arrangement will terminate six months-after the 
date of ratification unless, in the meantime, the application for. individual benefits is 
made, in which case arrangements will continue until the E.I.C. makes a 
determination. 

4.4.6 It will be the responsibility of the G.S.S.G. and the Government to ensure that 
these specific provisions ·are brought to the attention of each individual who is 
receiving interim therapy and her counsellor. 

-4.4.7 Anyapplicatibn for longer term counselling must be reviewed by the E.I.C. 
within one month after receipt and, _if a majority of the mem~ers agree an~ are 
satisfied that the neeo can be met appropriately,"¢.ounseUing s~,r;vi~f?$·of:a value not 
exceeding ·$.5,000.00 for.a period of one. year can be at,..tthorized in· advance of 
validation and subject to being confirmed by the .adjudicator. Any existing interim 
arrangements will continue until the application is dealt with. 

4.4.8 In these cases, efforts will be ·made to have the application dealt with' as 
quickly as possible by the adjudicator. · 
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4.4.9 l.f, based on appropriate information, the E.I.C.·or other agency is satisfied that 
longer term counselling shoul1 be provided in an amount and duration In excess. of 
$5,000.00 for a one year period, the E.I.C .. will" so certify and the services will be 
provided. · 

4.4.1 0 Payment for these services will be rri.ade by the Government only on receipt 
and review of appropriate invoices and only in accordance with the terms· of a 
treatment. plan that has been submitted. Upon .tne request of the recipient~ it is open 
to the Government to agree to the provision of particular services or to modified or 
expanded services or.other $ervices withoutthe need to seek E.I.C. approval but such 
actions are entirely whhln the discretion of the Government. · 

4.4. 11 The counsellor must m~e-:. the interim counselling selection criteria and in 
addition must submit the supporting documentation. · · 

4.4.12 Funding arrangements for the provision of counselling will pe as follows. It 
is not assumed that counselling will be provided indefinitely and there will be an 
obligation on the counsellor to justify any recommendation for counselling beyond the 
terms of the initial treatme(lt plan as provided· for in paragraph (4.4.3) hereof. This 
A·g~eemen~ is not intended as an employment program for counsellors or therapists but 
rather to attempt the healing of harm to the inQividual caused or contributed to by 
abusive experiences at Grandview. long term dependence on counselling may not be 
justified. The therapeutic objective is to render the need for such counselling . 
unnecessary. 

4.4.13 The selection of a counsellor will be on the following basis and the manner 
of payment for approved services _in accordance with the treatment plan and other 
pro_cedural requirements are set out in the following paragraphs. 

4.4.14 In the event the- E. f. C. has reason to doubt the accuracy of a treating 
therapist's report in a significant way, resort may be· made to the independent 
"expert" for a second opinion corroboration (at the expense of the Government}: In 
the case of a dispute, the expert's opinion shall.be binding on the E.I.C. and .the 
applicant .. 

4.4.15 All treatment plans will be .for an initial period of one year or less and there 
will be a requirement that progress be assessed at the anniversary date and. a further 
treatment plan as recommended be prepared. · 

-4.4.16 Residential Treatment Provision·: There may, be exceptional circumstances 
where a residential treatment arrangement is indicated and available -in Canada; bUt 
private_or public funding unavailable. Where all the conditions. below a·re met, a· 
residential program may be . approved for a maximum of three ·months, or an 
expenditure not to. exceed $5~·ooo.oo. ·Such a program would"not be a substitute for 
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medical intervention in an acute crisis situation .. Any J:)rogram must be short term 
with clearly ·defined goals. · 

·program. must reside in Canada and must be accredited or approved by 
provincial Government in which the program resides 
there must be a written as.sessment a,nd determination of need by a qualified 
therapist; assessment should address the availability of Government-funded 
alternatives; an independent assessment may be required · 
the individu.al must meet the criteria for the program and be accepted for 
admission · 
the individual must understand and .agree to work within·.the framewor~ of the 
program~ 

The residential program ~s in ·addition to the individual counselling be£19fits provided 
in this Agreement, so that individual counseHing may be. accessed following 
completion of tlie residential program. 

4.5.0 INDIVIDUAL ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

4.5. 1 Each beneficiary (on valid!ltion) will be entitled to receive an· individual 
acknowledge.ment from the Government in a form to be agreed upon between the 
individual, the G.S.S.G. and the Government. 

4.5.2 It is essential that the delivery of such an acknowledgement be deferred until 
after the conclusion of the. related criminal proceedings that may be undertaken 
respecting the allegations of abuse at Grandview. 

5.0 APPLICATION AND'QUAUFICATIONS- INDIVIDUAL BENEFITS 

5.1 Any former ward ·at Grandview may apply to the EligibilitY and Implementation 
Committee ·establish~d under section 7 in accor<;fance with. the app'roved form of 
applic;atipn and .on compliance with the· conditions and. qualifica;ions required by the 
provisions dealing with specific benefits will be entitled to access such program; The 
application form is found In Appendix 8 and must be sworn as to the truth of the 
contents. 

5. 1.1 An applicant must be able to meet the general eligibility qualifications as. 
described in section 3 and in addition must qe able tq demonstrate in accordance with · 
the requirements of this Agreement that she suffered abus·e or mistr~atrifent with 
consequential injury. The adjudicator must validate the applicant as entitled to access . 
the benefits of this Agreement. . . 

5.2 The Eligibility and 1/nplementationJ:om~ittee is established uriderthe pr~~isions-
of section 7 of this· Agreement. · · ·· · · · . 
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5.3 Th€ duties and res!Jonsibifii:ies and process of the E.LC. are set out in section 7 
hereof. 

. . 
5.4 The application form will contain the following information but the complete form 
as found in the Appendix B must be .submitted. 

(a) That while a ward .at Grandview the applicant suffered abuse or mistreatment . 
. as defined in tt)e Agreement, provid.ing details and describing the injury that 
resulted and describing any continuing harm. . 

(b) What educational/vocational assessment was done at the time of placement at 
Grandview or, as i:he case may be, what educational or vocational programs 
were offered and that the applicant did or did not go on with. sc.hqol after 
release from Grandview giving the reasons therefor. 

(c} What individual benefits are sought and providing whatever support for the 
claim the applicant thinks sufficient. It is necessary to look at the specific 
provisions to determine what supporting documentation is requireq . 

. 5.5 The application will be ·made to the Eligibility and Implementation Committee 
(E.I.C.) whose function~ set out in detail in section 7, will be to determine on an· 
individual basis what program or series of programs available under this arrangement 
might most likely benefit that person and achieve the following objectives: 

{ai Participation of the person in a process of healing and reconcillatlqn within the 
community. 

(b) The development of self esteem and the encouragement of independence of 
action within the community. · · 

(c) To foster the development ot· strategies and where feasible, programs to 
provide comprehtimsive, cost effective and coordinated responses to the needs 
of the· beneficiaries under this Agreement. · 

{d) To reconcile the beneficiaries with the c.emmunity and to encourage 
. participation in the productive activities of the community .. 
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6.0 GENERAL BENEFIT;:? 

6.1 legislative lnttiatives 

· 6.1.1. There is presently before the legislature a bill to ame.nd the Limitations Act. 
·This proposed legislation remains presently a matter upon which the Government 
proposes to act. . The prin.ciple features of the bill include. the repea~ of those 
provisions· of the Public-Authorities Protection Act which provided·a short six month 
limitation period in which to·cqrhm~nce civil proceedings where' a public servant was 
acting within the scope of ·emp{oyment and abolishing·any time limitation on the right· 
of a victim. of s'exuat assaul~ to ·sue the perpetrator. In addition, there will no longer be any limitation period applicable tb sexual assaults w,hich are perpetrated in 'the 
context of a trust relationship. In addition, the legislation with some few exceptions 
would establish a uniform two year· limitation for .the com'mencement of .civil 
proceedings. In other cases of abuse there is proposed a rebuttable presumption that 
th~ ·plaintiff was· un.able to.instruct. counsel at a date ·earlier than the· date~.~.m which 
the proceedings were commenced~ 'tn addition a bifl dealing with th'e reporting .and 

· ·ham;Wng of allegations of abuse a,gainst· health professionals has recently passed 
adopting a standard of "zero tolerance" for abusive behaviour towards the vulrie.rable .. 

6.1.2 The Government of Ontario is committed to the e'radication of child ~buse and 
other fortTIS of exploitation of ~he vulnerable members pf the community. Education 
and the identificatiorrof situations where members ot'the community are vulnerable 
to p.otenttal exploitation are essential. Understanding that relationships of power 
underlie all abusive behaviour is critiGal. Early detec;tion, effective intervention a(ld the 
prevetitio'! of harm are among the key elements of any approach. 

(?.1'.3 The various Government ministries concerned with programs where young 
people. o·r other persons in institutional· settings or under state supervision and 
vur'nerable to the abuse of .the· trust reposed in care givers are developing strategies 
to ensure that such vulnerable persons are not exploited. The reviews inciude 

· examination of hiring and screening practices; training and ed ucationat·requirements; 
effective reporting and provision for detection and inter\tention. The various 'ministries · 
are wcirki.ng co-operatively towards a common set of policies. 

6.2 Research Initiatives ' 

6.2.1 In ·order. to benefit to the gfeatest extent possible _from the experiences· of the 
beneficiaries under this Agreement# each applicant who is validated will be asKed but 
not.·-requireo to participate in an ongoing monitoring- program designed. to. d.ete'rmine 
the effe.ct that access to the benefits pro.v.idedby this Agreement have.h.ad:on her:lifet 
the. !ives qt: her children ~i1d CJ!hei·tanillv./mehi!;)~r:s:-' nre pom~~t r~tere:Oce:wilt-. be= 

.. thos.e objectives set out in paragrapli 5.5 .. The experhilnce th:at eac1i individual can 
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offer may help to design better and more effective strategies for improving the life 
conditions of others in circumstAnces similar to the beneficiaries under this 
Agreement. The information disclosed under this Agreement may be submitted on an 
anonymous basis. 

. . 
6 .. 2.2 For f11any counsellors and therapists .who purport to assist victims of abuse in 
dealing wl~h the consequences on their lives, there are n9 standards of p"ractioe or 
particular qualifications and, vyhile there are a range of possible treatments, non·e is 
proven and mucf:l controversy surrounds some of the strategies "or techniques that are" 
available .. ~e~e is a ris.k accordingly. of further ~ee.nfofcing the abuse or at least 

. spending time ·in useless therapies. More research is necessary to better understand 
tl1e dynamics ot." the consequences of abuse and to determine when and how to. 
provide effective intervention. 

6:2.3 . Any applicant may choose to tell of her experiences at Grandview and to have 
the history recorded: Stie·wil! be provided with ~n opportunity. to do so. . . . 

6.i.4 . The information assembled by the recorder shait not. be released publicly uMtii 
the resolution of any related crimina! proceeding: · · 

6.3 A Healing Centre . . . 

6.3.1· .. The G.S.S.G. through its survey of its membership has advanced a draft 
pr.oposal for the cre<:!tion of a multi-purpose residential treatment facifity to facilitate 
the tra.nsition of women from abuse to healing and full re-integration into society. The 
membership considered it desirable to seek a place where former wards at Grandview 
might meet to .share experiences and to seek support for self help efforts. This was: 
identified as a· one of a number· of therapeutic objectives. The. space was to be 
exch:.1sive to the group and· other formElr wards and could provide the meeting _space 
for the G.S.S.G. In addition it was felt that there was a need for a .. drop in" faciiity 

·where sorne comfort could be provided to those who were homeless Of in n(?ed of 
temporary ·support i~ a safe enVironment. As well several othe·r objectives were 
identified. .First, there was.· thought to be .a -n~ed for a residential se1:ting \''{here 
individua.l and group counselling could be provided in a more. continuous ·co·ntext and 
where healing might be accelerated. This was no~ see.n as an active treatment facility 
and those in serious crisis would be referred elsewhere. Secondly, the space provided 
by such a faciHty would accommodC)te training opportunities for therapists in the form 
of workshops to be developed by the staff in consultation with the survivors. Thirdly, 
wbrks.hops and seminars would be offered to ·survivors on many topics such as· 
.assis~in:g survivors to und.erstarid their own immediat~ need tor ·assist,ance and fjow· 
to select a c"ounsellor or therapist. . . . . . ·. . ... 

6.3 .. 2 ~· ~h~ie ·i~·2.;i~need ·t~·:·e?(pl~re with inter~sted pe~~ons "the unde~iyin~ ;et ~f:.:r 
.rat1dhales-~fof a'facilitY such 'as· this and the compatibility of each with. the· other; It . 
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is also necessary to define with more precision the therapeutic basis and benefit of 
the establishment and operation of a facility or alternative program to ach!eve what 
may be real and necessary objectives to address the needs of survivors of abuse 
generally and to provide a model for <:idoption in other like circumstances~ Such an 
examination will consider tha responses already in place to assist survivors of abuse 
and evaluate their effectiveness. 

6.3.3 The Government will work.with former wards of Grandview to examine their 
proposals in more detail and where indicated, to consider the possible range of 
alternative means .of meeting specific objectives of the proposal. . A study of the 
rationale for and the feasibility of residential treatment arrangements for abuse 

· survivors in Ontario 'JVill be undertaken·.· The result of this exo;nination will be the 
development of recommendations to the Government for considerati.OJ!· 

7.0. EUGI!21LITY AND IMPLEMENTATION COMMITIEE 

7.1 The Eligibility and Implementation Committee {E.I.C.) will be established and 
functioning in acco~dance with the provisions of paragraph (10.8) of this·Agreement. 

7. 2 In the event that the minimum number of applicants. are not identified alternative 
implementation arrangements may be utilized. · 

. 7.3 There shall be a chair appointed by the Government after consultation with the 
G.S.S.G. who is independent of. the parties. The Chair will be paid on a pet diem 
basis for the work required and will have, at a minimum, appropriate expertise on the 
issues affect1ng female survivo·rs of childhood.sexual abuse and trauma. 

7.4 There shall be two other members of the E. I. C., one representing the interests 
of the Government and one selected by the G.S.S.G. The G.S.S:G. Is not a member 
of the E.I.C'., but the member selected may be a member of the G.S.S.G. The non
Government representative· will be paid a per diem allowance of $100.00 plus 
travelling expenses for each day of work required. 

7.5 There will be established to assist and support the efforts of the E.I.C. a 
consultation. group to consist of such members as the Government decides in 

· · consult.ation with the G.S.s.G; This group wiil include at lea.st the follo.wing: 

o a person experienced in dealing with child ab.use and the · 
aftermath of abuse; · 
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0_ ·a person with. mental health expertise; . 

o a. represen,~tiv~ of First Nations to participate in the event that 
aboriginal applicants come forward; and 

o a Survivor's community advocate/activist; 

o such oth.er persons as are advisable and likely 'to provide 
· necessary advice for the purposes of implementation. 

24 

7.6 The consultation group will provide advice and will assist the E.I..C •. as It may 
r~asonably require. The Intent is to receive inf-ormed advice with·respectto the issues 
that will be dealt with ':-·t the E.!. C. · 

7. 7 The E.L C. · will . carry out the responsibilities placed .on it by the Agreement . 
including receiving applications and making appropriate decisions· or referrals to the 
adjudicator as the case may be; receivfng the ·adjudicators recommendation and 
coordinating the provision of the services indicated and to generally oversee t~e entry 
of ~alidated applicants into the process ~stablished for their benefit.·The EJ.C. must 
take· all re~sonable steps to ensure that the implemen~tion of this .Agreement does 
not !nterfere with any ongoing criminal proceeding . . 

7.8 · The E.I.C. will meet at least on a monthly basis and more frequently if n·ecessary 
at the call of the chair. · Confidential minutes will be prepared of all meetings to record 
the decisions· or other action taken by the E.I.C. · 

7.9 The activities of the E. I. C. will be funded by the Government. There will be one 
. staff person provided to carry out the directions ·of the E. I. C. and to coordinate the 
delivery of the variotJs obligations unde~aken in this Agre~ment ·by the Government. 

8.0 ADJUQICATOR 

8.1 Applications to access either group benefits and/or individual benefits are to be 
made to the E.I.C. The E.I.C. will review the applications and determine If the 
applicant was a w~rd at Grandview. 

8.2 · Once that determination is made, the applicant may be entitled.to the group 
benefit~ provided by this Agreement. · The E.I.C. will determine on the basis· of 
satisfactory in.formation whether the criteria for accessing group benefits are ·met. 

· 8.3 .An application will disclose the circumstances and the· basis of wtlich·access to 
the individual special programs may be approved. · · -
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8.4 In order to assure that only proper and meritorious claims are brought forward the 
E.I.C. will submitttw application and sL·pporting documentation to a currently sitting 
judge or an adjudicator (to be mutually agreed between G.S.S.G. and the Government) 
to assess. The purpose is to ensure that an adjudicator trained in the application of 
standards to the facts of a particular case and famili<Jr with standards of proof ·aQd 
sufficiency of evidence ass~ses these claims. The Adjudicator I may after conducting 
an investigation accept the proof offered as establishing that the appljcant is a valid 
claimant and entitled to access the $pecial programs if otherwise'qua'Ufied: In such 
event the Adjud_icator will certify the applicant as eligible to access the special 
benefits if otherwise meetin_g the specific qualifications. 

8.5 The standard of proof is the standard applicable in civil proceedings {that is, the 
balance of probabilities). · 

8.6 In addition,·the Adjudicator may, where the circumstanc.es warrant, assess .a 
claim to financial benefits or other benefit where required to do ·so provided for under 
section 4 and io accordance with the direction given in that section and to.·ir.eport back 
to the E.I:C. her opinion as to the quantum of financial compensation appropriate. 
The E.I.C. will abide by her assessment for financial compensation. 

8. 7 If the Adjudicator is of the preliminary view that the application may .be ·rejected 
or the financial compensation.reduce.d below the applicant's expectation as stated in 
the application (where the application is made entirely in writing), then.the applicant 
shall be·notified and provided with an opportunity to appear before the .Adjudicator to 
support her_application. · 

8.8 Every applicant is entitled to an oral hearing before the Adjudicator makes a final 
determination. 

8.9 The Adjudicator may not be satisfied on the basis of the material submitted and, 
. in accordance with paragraphs 8.5 and 8.6, an oral"hearing. may be advisable and be 
· undertaken. The applicant may appear with counsel where a hearing is to be held. 

The Government of Ontario, the applicant and the G.S.S.G. are parties to the 
proceedings before the Adjudicator. In any case the Government is·entitled to review 

. each application. A party, if it wishes, is entitled to provide to the Adjudicator any 
· information relevant to her inquiries an~ the Adjudicator shall have regard tor :the 

information provided. For the purposes of discharging these functions, and if the law 
_permits, the· Adjudicator will have the same access to information as does the · 
investigator for the Criminal Injuries Compensation Board. An investigator will be 
provided by the Government to assist the Adjudicator i_n investigating the claim. 

8.10 The Adjuqjcator will condl,.lct a hearing in accordance with ·:a pmcess approved
by the adjudicator in consultation wJth the parties. An hearing will not be open to the 
public·-and no tra·nscript will be maintained. · · · · 
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8.11 The Adjudicator will certify whether or not the applicant meets the criteria for 
accessing the individual programs. 

8.12 The decision of the Adjudicator is final and not subject to appeai or other form · 
of judicial review •. This review by the Adjudicator is not a submis~ion to arbitration 
under the Arbitration Act or o.ther .legislative enactment dealing with alternative 
dispute resolution mechanisms and providing for some right of appeal. It is. expected 
·that the Adjudicator will have regard for the provisions of this Agreement in making 
her decision. · 

8.13 The E.I.C. will receive the opinion of the Adjudicator and will advise the 
applicant accordingly. The E.I.C. may, in exceptional Circumsta11ces where there is 
new information presented to it before it has made a "decision, and which it believes 
might materially affect the recommendation of the Adjudicator, remit the "qu.estion to 
.the Adjudicator for further consideration and repo'rt to· the E.I.C. 

8.14. The E. I. C. will, as part of the implementation function, see that these tasks are 
cpmpleted .and will monitor the programs that are provided. 

8.15 As a minimum requirement the ward file maintained at the institution· concerning 
the applicant must·be reviewed where possible. Each applicant will consent to the 
qisclosure of the contents of the file to the Adjudicator or the investigator and will co-. 
operate in the bringing of any court application necessary to acce.ss the necessary 
information. The applicants shall also have access to their reco"rds as· will the 
Government. It is· acknowledged that all Grandview records including ward files have 
been seized by the investigating police in connection with their ongoing criminal 
investigation. An ·inability to access these files will not constitute a barrier to any 
applicant's entitlement to benefits and support under this· Agreement. 

8.16 The Adjudicator wi.ll provide written reasons to the parties setting out the basis 
upon wl;lich her decision is made. The reasons are not to be p'uplished by the parties 
and are to be confidential. Reasons satisfy an interest in ensuring that the basis for 

.. a particular' decision is understood and that justification exists for the payment of 
mo.ney or the provision of other benefits. The decision of the E. I. C. and the decision, 
as opposed to .the reasons, of the Adjudicator will not be the subject of any 

. publication ban. It is agreed that the actual decision. will. be limited to finding that the 
applicant was advised within the meaning of the Agreement and the actual benefits 
to be received. · · ' 

9.0 THE G.S.S.G. 

9.1 The G.S.S.G. wi!f continue as a. Go.vernmenffund·ed self-h.~p non-profit" group 
after ratification subject to the organizational review set O~.Jt in paragraphs 9.2 to ~.4 · 
and to ongoing evaluation of activities and effectiveness. 
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9.2 The G.S.S.G. will undergo an organizational review process along the following 
lines: 

o the Gover'nment will hi're and pay for an external consultant experienced in 
organizational reviews; 

o the eonsultant will conduct the review with input from the Government and the 
G .S.S.G.; and ·'-h· 

o the review will be completed within three months from execution of the 
Agreement. 

9.3 The c!:;jectives of the organizational review ::ire: 

o to determine future roie and function of the G.S.S.G. based on changing needs; 

o to assess the fit between skills currently available and those requi~d to meet 
changing needs; , 

o to assess and improve the organizational.structure of the G.S.S.G. ·to increase ,., 
. the accessibi!itv of ttie membership to decision-makin:g and leadership roles; · · .' · 

o · to examine and refine. the level of financial and program accountability 'to the 
.membership and to Government funders; . 

0 to assess·the quality of services offered to the membership. 

9.4 A Memorandum of Understanding will be entered into between the Government 
of Ontario and the ~.S.S.G. reflecting the recommendations of. the organizational 
review. 

9.5 In the interim the Government will extend its existing funding arrangements . 

. 1 0.0 RATIFICATION.AND RELEASE 

1 0.1 · The benefits and the process offered in this Agreement are intended to 
substitute for civil pro~eedings or other remedies with respect to abuse or misconduct 
which was suffered by the claimants at Grandview, including, where available, ·an 

. application und~r the. Compensation for Victims of Crime ACt. In exchange eaqh 
claimant must sign.tt:Je Full and Final Release attached to this Agreement as Appendix 
"E". . 

. ... ... 
J 0.2 The execution of the release must precede the filing ·of the application. The 
release will be delivered to the Government in escrow, and held in escrow by the 
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Government until the entitlement to access any .program··under this Agreeme.nt has 
.been established or denied. No benefits under this Agreement are available to any 
person who has not executed a release. Any rel.ease becomes. binding and 
enforceable by the Government when application is made for any group benefit or 
after the adjudicator has .considered an application for validation. In the event that the 
Adjudi.cator denies a claim the release is effective, binding and enforceable and that 
claimant is without further recourse. Any claimant has only the benefits of the 
process provided for under the Agreement and no right to commenee any other legal 
proceedings as against the Government. 

10.3 The· Claimant may still assert a cause of action as against any·perpetrator of 
conduct that would amount to the commission of a criminal offence. Any action 
against any individl,lal alleging negligence or a breach of trust ·or abuse of office not 
amounting to criminal conduct, and for which the Governm·ent.might be liable under 
the provisions of the: Proceedings against the Crown Act, or otherwise will be the 
subject of the release and cannot be maintained. It is expressly acknowledged by the 
Government that the concept of vicarious immunity cannot be relied upon by an 
employee, agent, etc., for injury and damage arising from criminal conduct. 

1 0.4 Accompanying the release delivered in escrow will be a certificate that ~he 
claimant has receiv.ed legal advice with respect to the execution of the release. A 
claimant not already consulted or represented IJY counsel involved in the negotiations 
that lead to this Agreement (and for which financial support is provided for,;already 
under this Agreement} shall be entitled to consult legal counsel. of choice respecting 
the benefits of participating in the arrangements herE?under. The Government will pay 
up to a maximum of $1,000.00 or the provision of adyice to an eligible applicant as 
to the benefit or otherwise. of entering the process provided for under this Agreement. 
Prior authorization is required. 

10.5 T.he parties acknowledge that this Agreement does not amount to an admission 
·of liabmw or the waiver of any.defence that would be available in civil proceedings but 
for this Agreement. 

10.6 Any eligible person who has not provided a full and final release within 1 ~ 
(twelve)· months from ratification and filed an application by that date may apply to 
the E.i.C. to be covered by. the Agreement. Extending the Agreement to such a 
person is a matter of discretion for the E. I. C. and after a further period of six month.s 
the extension of benefits· will be within the sole discretion of the Government. · 

10.7 In· prder that this Agreement be ratified by the G.S.S.G., a minimum of two 
thirds of the memL.Iership ofthe G.S.S.G. must vote in .favour Of the·Agreement. The. · 
G.S.S.G. w.ill disclose its ·membership list to the COl!!]$el for the Government for the~· 
sole purpose of permitting a determination to be made as to wh.ether the cbncHi:ions 
of G.S.S.G. ratification have been met. · 
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10.8 It is the intention of the parties that there be a minimum of 75 persons who 
apply within three months of the public a.mounc~ment of this Agreement by the 
Government and the G.S.S.G. seekfng access to individual benefits in order to justify 
the substantial investment of resources required to establish and maintain the E.I.C. 
and the other implementation activities. 

1 0.9 In the event that there are insufficient applications to warrant the expenditure 
of the substantial funding set out in this Agreement to maintain·the E.I.C.·then an 
alternative .arrangement to be mutually agreed upon by the Government and the 
G.S.S.G. 

1 0.1 0 Following. the ratification of the Agreement by the membership of the G .s.s. G. 
in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement, the Gover~ment will consider 
and if acceptable approve the entering into the Agreement and, on execution by the 

. appropriate official arid the G.S.S.G., the Agreement becomes ratified and subject to 
implementation. 

10.11 Where action is required on the. part of the Government anq that ac1:"ion fol~ows 
"ratification", ratification shall mean the decision of the Government to enter into the 
Agreement, i.e., ratification as contemplated by the G.S~S.G. and subsequemtapproval 
by the Provincial Cabinet. · · 

10.12 In the event that the G.S.S.G. does not meet the requirements for ratification, 
the Government may still undertake to provide the benefit' of this Agreeme,nt to any 
eligible applicant but may substitute different implementation.procedures for those set 
out in this Agreement. 

11.0 ALTERNATIVE ARRANGEMENTS 

. 11 . 1 In the event that the demand for services under this Agreement is determined 
to be insufficient to justify the administrative expenditures otherwise contemplated, 
a modifie9 means of providing access to the benefits will be developed by the parties. 

12.0 IMPLEMENTATION OBLIGATIONS 

12.1 The Government will, based on .an assessment of the. needs of individual 
applicants who have established eligibility to access various prqgrams, prepare an 
inventory of available services in the community where the applicant resides~ 

12·.2 If an available service can reasonably meet the needs of the applicant and if 
there is a waiting period of less than six months and the applicant· is. otherwise 
accept;:;ble to the .service providers then .the Government will attempt to arrange the 
enrolment of the applicant in that program. 
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12.3 In the event that the needs, as identified for the purposes of this Agreement, 
cannot be met by an existing program in the immediate community the possibility of 
providing .the service in an Qdjacent community will be examined:. It is not the 
intention of this Agreer:nent that the Government arrange for and fund individual 
educational or vocational programs. An exception may be made where justified for 
basic literacy training. It is recognized that only through participation in the activities 
of the community' will each ·applicant benefit to the maximum degree: 

12.4 It is recognized, however, that where there is sufficient demand, supplementing 
an existing program with financial support on a temporary basis may be justified. 

12.5 It is desirable· that the provision of these services under this Agreement. 
supplement social· assistance program~ in which the applicant is already enrolled or 
entitled to be enrolled. The objective of this Agreement is to assist the applicant to 
become a self sufficient member of the communitY. 

12.6 Each applicant presently: in receipt of social assistance. will be expected to 
continue to comply with all requirements of the.statute governing the entitlement to· 
receive benefits as .those requirements may change from time to time. There is no 
commitment by reason of the execution of this Agreement by the Government of 
Ontario that faws. of general application in the province of Ontario will remain 
unchanged or that the benefits or burdens-thereof affecting the applicant Will remain 
the same. 

1 2. 7 In the event that the accessing of any program provide. under this Agre.ement 
make the .Provision of child care necessary arrangements satisfactory to the needs of 
the children will be made and funded out of the contingency fun<;f established under 
paragraph ( 1 :2.9). 

12.8 There shall be a contingency fund established to be administered by the E.LC. 
As each applicant becomes valtdated under the provisions of this Agreement, the 
Government wiil contribute $3,qoo.oo .to the fund to be disburs~d as directed by the 
E. I. C. No· applicant is entitled to receive any benefit from the fund except as. 
determined by tne E. I. C. i']nd the circumstance that validation leads to~ contribution 
to the fund ·does not give that applicant any interest in that or any other part of tfle 
fund. An advance payment of $30,000.00 will be made to permit early applications . 
for benefits. This payment is a cr(:ldit against the obligations of this paragraph. 

12.9 An application to the fund for benefits will be made to the E.l,C. in the form 
specified and ·must be supported by .documentation satisfac~ory to the E.I.C. If the 
E.I.C. approves a disbursement, payments Will be made directly7to.the-provider ofthe · 
service or from time to time as··invoiceSllore submitted. The committee wnf develop 
a process for dealing with the' adminstration of these provisions. 
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12.1 0 The services that might be authorized here are not a substitute for insurance 
or other arrangements designed to cover the same expenditure and if there are otlier 
sources of assistance in a J)articular matter those other sources are to be resorted to. 

12.11 The fund is intended :to be used to assist applioa~ts who have been validated 
on an individual basis with respect to the following matters where need can be 
established and the. need cannot be readily . met by any . other private or public 
program. "'~· 

(a) medical/dental needs; 

(b) child care expenses incurred in relation to attending counselling sessions; 

(cl travelling expenses for·attending counselling or therapy; 

(d) books and other course materials required solely for a particular form of study 
or for therapy if the therapist approv.ed under this Agreement_"recor,nmends it; 

(e) attendance fee for attending workshops. 

12.12 The E.I.C will receive and review each application on its individua·l merit and 
may in appropriate· cases as it determines award up to $3,000.00 for qualifying 
purposes. An applicant may make more than one application. After two years have 
elapsed from the date of ratification of this Agreement, any money left in the fund will 
be returned to the Government. The E.J.C. will be required to account for the 
disbursement of the ft..inds and ensure that the reasons for the payments are in 
accordance with the objectives of the section. The E.I.C. may pre-estimate the total 
of periodic payments and direct payment. 

12.13 This provision is not designed to provide to each applicant a further $3,000.00 
under this Agreemem but rather to meet individual needs that fall within the criteria 
above. · 

12.14 When ratified by the membership of the G.S.S.G. each applicant member of 
the G.S.S.G. when she submits her application will be deemed to have individually 
accepted all the provisions of this Agreement and to be bound thereby. 

12.15 On the execution and delivery of the release the only recourse an applicant has 
is to enforce the provisions of this Agreement. 

12. 1 6 No person is entitled to any of the benefits under t~is Agreement except· in 
accordance with its terms. :Completing and ftiing an application accompanied by the -
full and final release does not guarantee the applicant receipt of any specific benefits 
under this Agreement. The application will be processed in accordance with the terms 
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·of this Agreement. 

12.17 With the range of benefits and the opportunity ·now provided to tell their 
stories and. to have them accepted and recorded, the Government is ·of the view that 
a public inquiry is not required. In the event, however, that a public inquiry)s called, 
this Agreement will not prevent the beneficiaries from participating in the inqui,Y:· 

13:0 EXTENSION QF THE AGREEMENT 

13.1 The G:S.S.G. and t~e Government recognize the desirability of extending the 
benefits o(this Agreement to all former wards of Grandview who meet the eligibility 
criteria for accessing the benefits under this Agreement. Membership in the G:S .. S.G. 
is not a prerequisite. for seeking benefits under this Agreement. However, th<; 
G.S.S.G. yvill as required to assist the Government if it can in its efforts to reach other 
potential beneficiaries. 

This agreement was ratified on June 30, 1994. 
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Name: 

Name at Grandview: 
(if different) 

Date of Birth: 

Address: 

35 

APPENDIX "A" 

APPLICATION FOR TATTOO REMOVAL 

I herebycertify that I was at Grah_dview Training School between the following dates: 

--------------~-_and ______________ _ 

I also certify that the tattoos that I want taken off were put on by me· or by another 
resident while I was at Grandview Training School. 

(Signature) {Date) 

(Witness] (Date) · 
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APPENOIX "B" 

APPLICATION FORM 

TO: The Eligibility and Implementation Committee 
Application for validation and ~ccess ·to benefits under the GFandview 
Agreement 

PLEASE MAIL YOURCOMPLETED APPLICATION TO: 

Eligibility and Implementation Committee 
- Grandview Agreement 
c/o Ministry of the Attorney General 
880 B?Y Street, 3rd Floor 
Toronto, Ontario M5S 1 Z8 

Attention: Daintry Norman 
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PART 1 

PAkTICULARS OF THE CLAIMANT 

1 (a) ________ ~----~--~------
Last Name Arst Name Middle Name. 

1 (a) If yo~ were known at the school under a different name 
specify. 

1 (b) Address 

City Province Postal Code 

1 (c) Telephone Number: Home: 

Work: 

1 (d) Date of Birth--------------

1 (e) Social Insurance Number 

1 {g) I am currently: 
employed( ) unemployed( ) student( ) homemaker{ ) 
other, details as follow~: 

37 

·. 

dr riames please 

1 (h) Are you:· married ( J separated ( } divorced ( ) widowed { ) common law (·) 

1 (i) Do you have any dependants? Y/ N 

. 1 {j) OHIP or Health. card number and if from another p.rovinc~ tha·n Ontario that Health 
Plan Number? 

.. 
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-1 (k) Dates that you were at GFandview and if on ·more than one occasion set them 
out. 

1 (I) Why were you sent there? 

1 (m) What house did you live in while there? 

1 (n) How old were. you when you were- sent there 7 

1 (o}. Whpt level of education had you reached before going there? 

1 (p) What level of education have you now reached? 
Give details of schools a~ended and when. 

1 (q) Work history- p'l·ease describe--

1 (r} Are you in receipt of any form of social assistance under the Family Benefits Act 
or General Welfare Assistance Act or other act? · · 

1 (s) If so, please specify who your case worker is and the address? 
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PART 2 

PARTICULARS OF THE ALLEGED ABUSE OR MISCONDUCT. 

This provision and the following one will ·link the events described with specific 
treatment requirements. 
As much detail as possible is required. 
The applicant will be asked whether the conduct complained of was··ever reported and 
if sa to whom and when. · · 
Leading into the next section there will be questions dealing with what physical or 
mental· problems have been experienced ·by the applicant as a .consequence of the 
conduct descri.bed: it will be important to determine whether the applicant still 
experiences these difficulties.. . 
What treatment was received aver the years will be requested and the details. 
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PART 3 

PARTICULARS OF COUNSELLING OR THERAPY 
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PART 4 

APPLICATION FOR SPECIFIC INDIVIDUAL BENEFITS 
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GENERAL 

Have any criminal charges been laid? If so,. give particulars. 

Are your allegations currently being investigated by the pol.ice? If. so, did you give the 
police a statement? 

If there is a statement or statements, please attach to your application. 

If charges have been laid, what is the current status of those proceedings? 

Is it proposed that you w1ll be a witness in ar\y criminal prosecution? 

· Have you consulted a lawyer with respect to the subject matter of this Agreement? 
Please provide name· and address. 

THERE SHOULD BE PROVISIONS HERE FOR THE RELEASE OF INFORMATION TO 
THE APPLICANT AND TO THE PARTIES TO THIS AGREEMENT. THAT AUTHORIJ"Y 
WILL INCLUDE THE ·ADJUDICATOR. THE AUTHORIZATION ·WILL EXTEND TO 
RECORDS IN THE HANDS OF THE GOVERNMENT, THE PROVINCIAL ARCHIVES, THE 
POLICE (ALTHOUGH SOME LEGAL PROCESS WILL BE REQUIRED IN THIS LATTER 
CASE) AND HOSPITALS OR OTHER INSTITUTIONS WHERE RECORDS EXIST THAT 
AR.E RELEVANT TO THE ASSESSING OF THE CLAIM. 

The application form will be. signed under oath and a provision setting out the 
importance of being as complete and truthful ·as possible will be required: 
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APPENDIX "C" 

M E M. 0 R A N D IJ M 

TO: 

FROM: Diane Nannarone 
Project Manager~ Grandview 

DATE: 

RE: Interim Arrangements for Counselling Services for Former Wards of 
(3randview Training School 

__ Information packet enclosed . · 
__ Send letter of Agreeme·nt signed by above 

Send copy of resume and cover letter · 
Send letter. of reference . 

_ Send treatment/int£?.rvention pial) 
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INTERIM ARRANGEMENTS FOR CO.UNSELLING SERVICES FOR FORMER WARCS OF 
GRANDVIEW TRAINING SCHOOL. 

BACKGROUND iNFORMATION 

~.: .. 

The Ministry of the Attorney General has set up arrangements to assist former wards 
of Grandview Training ·school who are in urgent need of cou·nsefling. These 
a·rrangements are intended to provide access :to immediate planned professional 
counselling/therapy to alleviate the aftermath of childhood abuse while a ward at 
Grandview. · 

The Ministry of the Attorney General is not able to make. a commitment to the funding 
of long-term counselling services at this ti111e. These are interim arrangements pending 
the development of a process for assessing claims and determink1g eligibility for !on.ger 
term arrangements. 

Interim counselling services will be delivered.bytberapists/counsellors (hereafter called 
service providers) who have the knowledge, training, experience and skills to work 
with female childhood abuse/trauma survivors, including sexual abuse .. 

Interim counselli.ng s.ervices may be provided torough family service agencies and 
other established community agencies wh9 work on a fee for" -service basis or by 
service providers in private practice, · 

Service providers will be responsible for the provision of quality, ethical, professional 
Gounselling/therapy which is based on an assessment and treatment/inte(Vention plan 
with clearly stated objectives, expected outcomes and timeframes. 
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SERVICE PROVIDER REQUIREMENTS 

To be eligible for paymE?nt·under these interim ar-rangements service providers must 
meet the following minimum requirements: · · · -

1) Educational Requirements 
·~· 

Although specific academic degrees or credentials are not 'required, service-providers 
'must have successfully completed · an . accredited educational ·program with a 
supervised clinic.~ I practice component related to .the mode(s) of counselltng/therapy 
service they provide. · · 

Service providers must have a minimum of two years of experience providing 
counselling services since completion of educatio_nal program. 

2) Knowledge and Experience in Abuse/Trauma Work 

Service providers must have a minimum .of two years of. experience working in the 
area of female childhood abusertrauma including sexual abuse. . . 

Service providers should have demonstrated initiative in continuing edu.cati~n to 
increase knowledge in the,.area of female childhood abuse/trauma including sexual 
abuse {eg. through attendance at workshops, conferences, training sessions). 

Higher levels of academic credentials, experience arid skili are required for more 
complex problems: 

3) Accountability. Re.quirements 

Service providers are account~b!e for the ·quality of. counselling sE)rvice$_ provided. 

a) Service. providers ifl family servi'ce agencies and other established non-profit 
community agencies are expected to meet established agency requirements 
regardiAg supervision and accountability. 

Satisfactory documentation ef agency status and/er accountability requirements 
may be requested. 
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b) Service Providers in Private Practice must have a minimum of one year of 
experience working in a private practice and are expected to have ar. 
established professional support netwoik/accountab.ility mec.hanis.m for dealing 
with issues which may arise in the:course of providing counsellmg services. 
Confirmation of professional supervision may be required. 

Service providers in private practice wiil sub.mit: a cover fetter ·and resume 
outlining educational background; experience wo.rking in tne area of childhood. 
abuse/trauma; information about method of super-Vision/accountability for their 
private practice; and: one professionalle~er of· reference from an individual or 
agency familiar with their counselling work. Additional information may be 
required depending on the background and experience .of an individual S~?rvice 
provider. The information provld~d ls subject to v~rification by the Ministry of 
the Attorney GeneraL 

4} Aboriginal Healers/Counsellors 

Aboriginal healers/counsellors must have knowledge of traditional values and 
therapeutic techniques and a minim.um of two years of experience in providing 
effective interventions with .Aboriginal communities. 
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GUIDELINES FOR SERVICE PROVIDERS 

Confidentiality_ 

To participate in the interim arrangements, a minimum amount of client- information 
will have to be submitted to the Ministry of the Attorney Gener.al in the· form of an 

·intervention/treatment. plan (see below). Confidentiality. of this information will be 
maintained by the Ministry. ., 

Clients should be informed of this disclosure of information to the minis~ry and should 
sign a consent. - · 

Assessment 

Therapeutic interventions should be based on a client assessment, however, at this 
time submission of a written assessment is notrequired. Assessment information may 
be required in the future to tie i.n with eligibility for longer term arrangements. 

lnterventioniTreatment Plan 

. Under interim . arrangements, service providers will submit a 6 month 
intervention/treat~ent plan dev~loped with the client. Tnis plan must include: 

the inte-rvention goafs and expected ol:ltcomes 
the methods of intervention(s} eg. individual. gr:oup, couple and goals of 
each 
the timeframe for the interverltions i.e. frequency and length of service 
the cost of the interventi(~m plan for 6 months 

The 6 month intervention plan will commence with the initial billed session. A sample 
intervention plan format is attached for your inf.ormation·. · · 

·'fhe maximum disbursement for a 6 mol)th intervention plan is ~2,500.00. 

The total cost of the ·intervention plan must be specified. Payme·nt tor ·counselling 
services will b~ based on the plan once it has been appr~ved. The Ministry of the 
Attorney General will not be responsible for any·costs in exc~ss of the· approved plan. 

. ' .-

The maximum .fees for·i~dividual counselling ser~ices are .$90.00 ·per hour for fa~e to 
face sessions. and '$45 per g~oup session {maximum"10 persons per group); Fees 
should not. exceed the -service providers customary rates (inc-reasing rates because.of 
the availability of government funding is not- acceptabler.· These rates ·indude 
preparation time and maintenance of client records. Missed. appointments will·not be 
reimbursed. 
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If more than one service provider is involved in interventions, coordination will be 
required on t!'le part of the service providers and the client to plan interventions in 
such a way that the total' cost for the·6 month plan does not exceed the maximum· 
disbursement of $2500.00. In such cases,. one comprehensive· plan incorporating the 
interventi.ons and costs of more than one provider can be submitt~d; or alternately, 
individual plans from more than one provider can be submitted together for" review and 
approvaL ·~. 

Letter of Agreement 

·A letter of agreement between the Ministry of the :Attorney General and the Service 
Provider is attached. There is no obligat.ion to pay for service until all' requested 
information has been submitted by the provid.er and approved by the ministry and the 
letter of agreement has been signed by both parties. Verbal telephone approval for 
payment of an initial assessment session may be given by the ministry. · 

Fjnal Report 

.Within one month of the completion or termination of counsellin·g servic::e, the Ministry 
of the Attorney· General must be notified. A final report must be submitted addressing 
goals and outcomes achieved. If counselling may be required beyond the 6 month 
period, the Ministry of the Attorney Gene(a! should be contacted one month· before 
the expiration date. 

Pavment 

A copy of an individual invoice and a summary invoice are attached. These should be 
forwarded to the Ministry of the Attorney General at the end of each month. A 
.separate individual invoice for each client is required. The su!l)mary invoice is meant 
to summarize the total amo.unt owing for the month and may include payment for 
services ~o more than one client. 

Payment by the Ministry of th~ Attorney General will be tnade within 6-8 weeks of 
submission of invoices. Please note that no payments wiil be made until all requested ·. 
information has b~en submitted by the service provider, approved by the ministry and 
the letter of agreemef)t signed by both parties. The· client's name; name at Grandview, · 
if different; and, date o( birth will be r~quired to process payment. 

The Ministry of the Attorney General will not pay tor missed .ap.pointments. Clients 
should be advised of this policy. 

.. 
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Travel Expense~ 

Where travel expense acts· as a. barrier to service, a. ser-Vice provider may be '-reimbursed for providing a client with travel ·expenses for the most economical means 
of travel to counselling · 
offices (bus/transit fare or gas money, whichever is less). There is a very limited 
amount of money for this purpose, the.refore, this arrangemertt· only ·a·pplies in 
exceptional circumstances. It js expected that. this type of support for travel in most 
situations .will be on ·an emergency or temporary basis only. Payment for travel 

·expenses beyond 4 consecutive sessions will not be made without priQr approval from 
the Ministry of the Attorney.General. · 

NOTE: 

Exceptions to certain ·of the above guidelines may. ·be considered with a view to 
meeting the extraordinary needs of a particular client. . 

These interim arrangements are subject to change. to meet circumstances as they 
develop. 

PLEASE DIRECT All INQUIRIES, REPORTS, INVOICES ETC. TO: 

DIANE NANNARONE 
MIN~STRY OF THE ATIORNEY GENERAL 
CR.OWN'iAW- G!~ 
aj~A'L1,q~72~--BfXY ~REET :; cl {--f. 
JOR~-~·I.SJ,; ONT Ayt~q/ fSG 2K1 '- f'- · ' I 

I ~/ V 

1Ll-·:f 6) 326-4937 ' 

AprH -2.1, 1994 

...... · ~-
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INTEI\IM .ARRANGEMENTS FO.R COUNSEL.UNG SERVICES F(?R "ORMER WARDS OF GRANDVIEW TRAINING" SCHOOl . 

tJITTEft .OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN 

THE MINISTRY OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAl .. 

(name of service provider) 

Tho aervi.ee provider agre<~s to provido th<l following regarding 

eecountobili~ for q~ellty. ethico!, .profassionel pr~cticc 
6 month treatmontlintorvo.ntion ·pl&n with goals and o:xpoetod outcomes; typo:!. of intervo: .. :on(s) and goals of <loch; 
timeframos; end, cost 
final rop_ort within ono month of tno completion or t~>rmination of tO.. treatmontlin.tervention plan llddrossinggoals end 
outcOI"\l<IS aohiovod 

Invoices u<O to ~ eubmittod monthly on th<O standerd fonns provided. No payments wm bo modo untir elf requogtod information 
has boon submitted. Tho Ministry of tho Attomoy Gonotal will process payrTlOnts within 6-8 weeks of receipt pf invoices. 

Tho Ministry of tho Attorney General may make chonges to the interim erral\gamonts or io the criteria regording ellgibility for 
service during tho torm ot this agreement. If this oeeur!.l, se.r:vice proyider~ will be notified. 

I hevo· road the entire information package and I undorsterid that without express written authority from the MinistrY of tho 
Attorncoy Gonorlll thoro will be no peymont for sorvicos provided by me after the termination deto of this egroemont. Tho 
agreement will terminate 6 mo~ths from tho initial billed nssion which occurred on 

(Deto of first session) ----------· 

This agreement will terminate on _____ .;_ _____ _ 

Ministry of the Attorney Gonerat 
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INTERVENTIONffREA. TMENT PLAN 

Client 

Name !It Grandview (if differen() _______ _:_ ___ _ 

Dete o( Birth-------------...,.------

1) Gools end expected o\/tcOmoa for intec:vontio~ plan (goals should bo roeeorulbly achioveble within 8 month timofremo). 

'· 

2) Methods of intorvention(s) og. individual, group, couple, etc~ - if more thlln ono service providor is involvod, aU 
interventions may be ineorporatod into one oomprohonsivo plan or indiVidual plans can Gubmlttod together. 

3) Anticipated frequency and duration of the intervontion(s). 

4) Anticipated. cost of intervention plan for 5 months • the maximum disbursemem for a 6 month (lien inclusive of ell 
intervontions and servica providers. is $2,500.00) 

PREPARED BY:---------------------------------------~---

Signature ot therapist--------..,-------· 

Signature of client ----------,..-"-----..,---,~--

NOTE: A ANAL REPORT IS ru:a'wu:n WITHIN. ONE MONTH Of THE COMPLE:TION OR TERMINATION OF THE· INTERVENTION 
PLAN. If COtJN.SEUJNG ~A:Y BE RE<lUfRED BEYOND THE 6 MONTH PERIOD, CONTACT THE M!NISTRY OF THE ATTORNEY 
GENERAL ONE MONTH.BEFORE THe EXPIRATION OF THE PLAN. . . . . 

·-
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INDIVIDUAl INVOICE 

COUI\ISEWNG SERVICES TO FORMER WARDS 
OF GRANDVIf:w TRAINING SCHOOl 

Name· of 

Name of 

Name at Grandview {if differen~l -------

Date of Birth 
--------------------------~ 

Please check the following: . 

New client 

Previous client -----

Services provided (use separate invoice for each month): 

for Month ___ _,. 

# of individual sessions at 
~--

__;.. __ per session 

# at group sessions ____ at ---
Reimbursement of client travel costs· 

Total Amount Due 

I have received these services as described, 

Signature of 

Submit both individual and summary invoices to: 

Diane Nannarone 
Projec{ Manager, Grandview 
M.inistry of the Attorney General 
Crown Law Office, Civil 
720 Bay Street, 8th Floor 
Toronto, .Ontario 
M5G'2K1 

per session 

52 
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SUMMARY INVOICE 

COl.Jl\ISEWNG SERVICES TO FORMER WARDS 
OF GRANDVIEW TRAINING SGHOOl 

Name of Agencylfherapist 

Address 

Summary of services provided {summarize each month separately! 

for Month ____ _ 

II of individual sessions ___ at _ __ per session 

II of group sessions ___ at $ ___ per session 

Reimbursement of travel costs 

Total Amoun:t Due 

Date Prepared -----

Prepared by---..,----- Signature ___ '-------

Make cheque payable to (if different from above!: 

Submit both individual and summary invoices to: 

Diane Nannarone. 
Project Manager, Grandview 
Minis.t,.Y of the Attorney General 
Crown Law Office, Civil· 
720-Bay Street, 8th Floor 
Toronto,- on ·M5G 2K1 

53 

•.. ---·. 
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APPENDIX "0" 

COUNSELLING ASSESSMENT AND TREATMENf/lNTE~VENTIOJIV PLAN. 

NAME OF CLIENT 
ADDRESS OF CLIENT 
AGE 
REFERRAL SOURCE 
FAMILY PHYSICIAN - NAME AND ADDRESS 

54< 

PRESENTING PROBLEM($) AND REASON FOR REFERRAL N.B. -Describe why help 
is being sought now and the nature of the presenting problems. Describe in detail 
significant behaviourial patterns observed and/or reported. 

< • 

HISTORY .OF ABUSE - be ·specific - N.B. Describe .the relationship between the 
conduct complained of at Grandview, the client's present problems and the need for 
therapy/counselling. 
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PREVIOUS. COUNSElLING RECEIVED 

---------------~--------------,----------------------·------

OTHER INFORMATION~ N.B. Provide any other relevant.·information t~at may affect 
the p~ciposed counselling/therapy. 

------------------------~-----------------------------------
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SUMMARY OF .TH.E ISSUES WHICH SHOULD BE ADDRESSED IN 
COUNSELUNG/THERAPY INTERVENTIONS 
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RECOMI\IIEf\JDED INTERVEN'riON PLA;\1 

1l Goals and expected outcomes for intervention plan (goals should be reasonably a~..hievable in the 
1 year timeframel · 

2) Methods of intervention(s) eg. individual, group; couple, etc. N.B. If more than one service provider 
is involved, all interventions may b!3 incorporated in:to on.e comprehensive plan or in<;l!vidual plans can 
be submitted together. · · · · 

3) Anticipated frequency and duration of the intervention(s) 

4} Anticipa.ted ·cost of interv(lntion plan for 1 year period· 

DATE 
PREPARED BY 
ADDRESS 
PHONE 

Signature of therapist---------------

Signature of client --'----c---------~---

NOTE: PERIODIC PROGRESS REPORTS ARE REQUIRED. THE FIRST PROGRESS REPORT WILl BE 
REQUIRED AFfER SIX MONTHS. · 
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AP.PENDIX "E", 

FULL AND EINAL RELEASE: 

WHEREAS: 

(1) Former wards at Gran.dview Training School for Girls a.k.a. Gah Trainiflg.School 
have reported Instances of abuse and mistreatment while at-the school; 

(2) These individuals wao· may be eligible for benefits under an Agreement made 
between the Ptovince of Ontario and the Grandview Survivors Group (G.S .S .G.) 

· but' subject to being· extended to any il\,dividual vvho qualifies whether or not 
they are a member of the G.S.S.G. allege that they suffered serious damage as 
<;l res.ult of the abuse and mistreatment; 

{3) The Agreement establishes a process .bY which such persons .. may. seek 
compensation in'the form of programs'anddirect financial compensation as set 
out ther~in ("benefits"). · · 

(4) Eligible individuals will have their entitiement validated tJy an adjudicator as set 
out therein •. The·adjudicator will be assignedto hear evidence and determine 
claims: Any determination Will be finai and not subject to appeal or other form 
of judicial review. 

. . . 

. (51 Under the Agreement funds will be available to provid.e.eligible individuals with 
counselling services; tattoo . removal an.d scar reduction where medically 
prudent; some forms of literacy; .voc~tional and educational training or 
upgrading; in some cases where likely to benefit the person life skill and job · 
readiness training, access to a crisis service; direct financial compensation and 
where applicable criteria are me.t financial support for temporary periods of 
time; debt and budget counsellil)g and·where desirable ir.westment counselling 
with the opportunity to· structure the payment of money·or to make various 
trus·r arrangements for ~he benefit of her children. · 

(.6) The Agreement hopes to facilitate healing, remedy harm and change. the lives 
of those who are eligible for the better; to encourage each validated person to 
become an active a·nd ~ontributing participant. in the life of the commonity and 
to fo~ter. indeP.endence in living, free to make cho,ices through empowerr:nent 
. under this Agreement.· · · 

(7} Ac(?essing ·any of the benefits .requires a commitment by the person to the 
realization, of the ,ob}ectiv~s of the Agreem~nt ·and'to the recegnition that the 
Agree-ment is unprecedented ln. the. breadth of its goals; . · . . . 

. . ... ·-~.·-· """'- - ' . 
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I, ~-----=---------' being an eligible person herein after 
(PRINT NAMEl . 

called the "releaser" on behalf of my heirs, executors, administrators and assigns, do 
hereby acknowledge that:· , · 

;_,.;:. 

1. l_am· alleging that I suffered abuse or mistreatment suffered by me while I was a· 
ward/student at Grandview. Such abuse·ormistreatment is actionable. · · 

2. I . ha'!'e received, read and understand the Agreement.· I understan~ that tl}e· 
Agreement represents the full range of benefits to which 'f might. be ·entitled and sets 
. out the criteria or pond.itions that 1-inust meet to access those benefits. There are no 
written or verbal reP.resentatiOf!S outside of that Agreement that I am.·refying on. 

3. I understand-that tt)e purpose of the process under the Agreement is to certify my 
claim and, if vaiidated, to determine the range of benefits to which I am entitled and 
which wilt pr:ovide the most benefit to· me under the Agreement, having regard for the 
objects of this Agreement. · · · 

4. I understand that if I am not validated or my claim· is not validated I will not be 
eligible for the benefits unde·r the· Agreement except that those benefits described as 
group benefits will be available to me·. In particular I understand that I will not be 
entitled to receive any financiai1Jayment. 

5. I further 9gree and understand. that provision of any benefit to me under -the 
Agreement is ·made without any admission that her Majesty the Oueen in Right of the 
Province of Ontario or her servants .ana agents ~ere negligent or in .breach of any duty 
towards me or that they were in any way responsible for my injuries·or damages and 
that any liability is denied. · 

IN CONSIDE.f1ATION of the provision to me of the benefits undertrye Agreement 
. and in accprda;1ce with its terms and by'which·l now agree to be bound and subject 
to my right~ arising· under the Agreement; . 

1. I hereby ~release and .forever discharge Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Ontario 
and her present and formef servants, agents, employees Qr officials Who were in any 
way · involved in . the . administration of Grandview whether Involved in direct 
supervision. or management from all manner. 9f actions; causes of. action, .claims or 
demands which as against anyof ~he above I flad, now.hay~ or may her~.~fter have 
for any cause, matter or thing whatsoever and without limiting the generality of the 
foregoing: · · · 

.(a} by teaso[l'~()f.'any_injuries·and damage~ which' (si.Jffe;ed. (:!~a re~l.ilt 
. . : of abuse-or mistreatment otherwise actionable a't ·law· while· I' was a ward 
.. at c3randview; 'and . . . . . . 
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2. Notwithstanding the generality of the forgoing this release does not extend to 
release any person whose conduct towards me was not in accordance . with 
Department of Corrections (or other department of Government from time to time 
responsible for the management of Grandvlewt policy and which constituted criminal 
conduct for which Her Majesty The Queen would not be vicariously responsible and · 
under an obligation to indemnify such person. In other words, if in any action 
contemplated by me the Crown is a necessary party in order to fully adjudicate all 
issues then I cannot maintain any such action. ''· 

3. I hereby agree that I will not commence or maintain against Her majesty the Queen · 
In Right of the Province of Ontario any action under any Federal or Provincial laws for 
negligence, contributory negligence, breach of contract, breach of trust or fiduciary 
responsibility or any action of any kind whatsoever with respect to any damage 
suffered as a result of my attendance at Grandview. 

4. I agree that the process under the Agreement is in substitution for any recourse 
that I may have at law or in equity to commence any·proceedings In some other forum 
and I agree to be bound by the results of the process under the Agreement'even if a 
determination is made that f am not eligible for validation and therefor not entitl.ed to 
any benefits other than the group benefits. · 

5. I am delivering the release fully executed, together with my applica~lpn to the 
committee or alternative body administering the Agreement as I will be advised. This 
release is only effective when delivered in the manner. · 

6. I hereby acknowledge hav.ing obtained or having been given the oppor:tunity to 
obtain independent legal advice and declare that I understand the nature and effect 
of this r-elease and have considered the alternative forms of action available to me. 
l am signing this release freely and of my own accord without any undue influence 
from anyone. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have signed this release this day of 199 

SIGNED, SEALED AND DELIVERtD 
in the presence of )-~:------=-"--=--~ 

(Signature of releaser) 

(Witness) 
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APPENDiX "F" 

GUIDELINES FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF THE PAYMENT 
PROVIDED FOR UNDER SECTION 4 OF THE AGREEMENT 

. 61 

Where a claimant has been validated lt is understood that the monetary portion 
of the Agreement is meant to compensate the beneficiaries for p-ain and suffering 
which they have and may continue to endure as a result of abuse suffered in various 
forms while wards at the Grandview Training School for Girls. It is not the Intention 
of the parties to this Agreement that these guidelines have strictly rigid application. 

·Some residual discretion must be left to the adjudicator for what may be aggravating 
or ameliorating and mitigating factors. No one case of abuse is absolutely identical 
to another and there is no reason to conch,1de that apparently "like" cases will be seen 
by the adjudicator and assessed as being entitled to the same level of award. The 
adjudicator will assess the credibility of each applicant for validation and Issues of 
recollection may arise which will distinguish one case from another. 

However, it is recognized that as survivors are being asked to release certain 
rights as against the Government of Ontario as a condition of entering the process, 
there should be as much certainty as possible with respect to what a claimant might 
reasonable expect in the form of monetary compensation if the validation criteria are 
met. 

For purposes of the ·adjudication process, .legal l.iabmtv is nP.t)~Jl)$~Re. T~e 
issues to be determined by the adjudicator under the Agreement is t~,,mmiJW1iate 
.quantum of "pain and sufferln'g". damages to be awarded to a particular beneficiary 
·for· th~ abuse she suffered at the Grandview Training School for Girls in light of the 
particular harm that resulted. It is the harm that was caused in respect of which any 
financial payment is made. 

The following constitutes typical scenarios and ranges of compensation which 
might be accorded to these scenarios. The list of scemirios are by no means 
exhaustive and it will be up to the adjudicator to draw· analogies and to take into 
consideration the various factors· enumerated in section 4 of the Agreement.· 

It is acknowledged that the following tangible types of abuse have .been 
reported by members of the Grandview Survivors Support Group· and others and that 
the monetary compensation is· to be awarded with reference to the seriousness of the 
harm resulting from such conduct. · 

.... 
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(a) Sexual Assault 

sexual intercourse, digital penetration, pen(!tratlon with objects. 
touching or fondling of genital area without penstr[ition 
oral sex 
anal sex, 
mastUrb·a~ion· ·•~-:. · 

62 

fondling of "secondary" sexual ·areas such as breasts and buttocks 
internals will be considered as sexual abuse in the following context: 

o if done. w,liile the ward was upder the age of. .16. years an~ there 
was n<f medicaL)ustiflcation for the examination 

0 if done by anyone other: than a mediC[il doctor .With responsibility 
for conductlng S!-iCh examiflations or nurse 

o if exces~ive or exploi~ive,;,· e.g., was. done on: more than one 
<;>ccasiof? without justification; was too long, was gratuitous· or 

. was P,erforrned. in· a physically. rough manner· not in accordance 
with the'iheh prevailln'g rneciical standards .. · ' . . ' 

(b) Physical Assaults 

physical beatings 
hitting, punching or kic~ing beyond a slap situation; e.g., striking an 
·inmate on the head with. a broom handle or othe.r object; . striking an 
inmate in the face with ·a fist or with the back of a hand or kicking an 
iomate in the .stoma9h aggravated if the inmate was at the time 
pregnant. . . 
serious isolat~d incid.ents of heating or striking resulting in bruising not 
authorised by cfiscipline req4!rements at the lnstitution::and requiring 
medical attention from a doctor. or broken limb will be 'Co.nsidered to be 
beyond normal corporal punishment 
certain types of conduct which characterizes rough handling will also 
qualify where. it was routine and cr!-lel including pulling of ward's hair 
while ·dr~gging h~r .down stairs and pushing inmates down the stairs so 
that she 'would trip and fall. In such cases, the ward must not have 
refused a proper order to proceed to some destination and the Injury 
must ·not have been the resl.dt of accident or inadvertence. . ' . : .: i. ._· ' . ~ '.. . . - . ' ' . . ·. ··~ '< '·'. ~. . • .·. < • ' • • ' • 

-· .. 
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(c) Segregation 

It is acknowledged that any form of segreg~tion or isolation was to be used by·. 
the staff at Grandview as a last resort in what were considered by staff as 
extreme situations, Where the ward could not otherwise be controlled. 
Accordingly, segregation constitutes abuse for purposes of compensation 
-where harm can be demonstrated in the following circumstances: 

< ~' ' ~' - • • 

whe·n it was. excessive, . 
· in any isolated situation where a ward was kept in isolation for longer 
than the period permitted by the 'rrian_ual ci'r'directives respecting the use 

. of this form of disclplirie at the:lnstifihi~m · . . · · 
'where she was put in Isolation with'oJi· justlfiqation {e.g. for reporting 
physical or sexual abuse to a 'staff person) . . 

.. she was made to stay in isolation ·without ·any clothes and therefore 
·subject to general viewing by'rriale;gilards ··. · · . . 

. where she ·was offered no food or· irfa'8Eiiiuate nourishment and did not 
reject it · .-. · ·· - · · · · · · ',~_,, · .. . . · 

where she was denied toilette facilities. 

(d) Psychological Abuse 
. . 

It is also acknowledged that psychological abuse in and of itself can/ in some · 
circumstances,· lead to long te.rm detrimentai Impact on the ward which is 
worthy of compensation. Where a beneficiary is relying on psychological abuse 
as her only ground for compensation~ the psychological abuse must be have 
been persistent and continuous and have .resulted in some form of serious 
detrimental impact. As set out in the Agreement~ any consequence of having 
been sent to Grandview and ·endured the environment where it was expected 
that each ward would have responsibilities and . be subject to rules and 

· regulations is, not compensable. Serious det'rimental Impact might Include: 

where it lead to self-abusive conduct ~uch as slashing and tattooing and 
was. not the result of simply being in the institu~lon and· subject to rules 
and regulations· that limited her free.do~m · . . . 
where it lead to ongoing detrimental !a:npact currently experienced by the 
beneficiary such as being unable to' ~lee'p lrl'th~ ciark9r in silence and 
suffering from .nightmares and where specific conduct leading to these 
consequences can .be identified 
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(E) 

{F) 

64 

Psychological abuse encompa~ses not only degradint~ and vilifying language and 
thr·eats d!rected at the·benefiCiary.but includes.also.subjecting the beneficiary 
to an abusive environmenfas follows: · , 

where the ward had to watch a fellow ward .beaten and/or sexually 
abused or refusing to give care to a ward who has slashed herself In 
front of the beneficiary. 

COMPENSATION MATRD~ 

The~tverst-ca~e:scenario is one which involves repeated·~serious·sexual abuse 
accor,!lP,anied by:'p):lysicat beating of some .type. · Where :the beneficiary was 
seriously !'larmed,, such conduct may be,4:~xpec1;ed to.attract·the application of 
the hlg6est award ran.Qe· o(~40;ooo~OO A0· .. ~60,000.00. · .. ,'c:. ) ..... 

.. ~:, -"'. •• ~ ! ~:~~~;, 

The·leas.t abusive case scenarios will involve situations where the beneficiary 
.)~;;~:~X~!'H.ing.,~Yr~JV;:;P1~,~<;,~P,Jpph;~.l::~.9H~~9.::gro_~.n~s .though >v:vith the long term 
.detnrpf}t;~tal :Psychological impact·.above descnbed or.where·the claim is based 
on excessive force used in single ac~~. oj qi,scjpline/anc;f i~ will attract :the 
minimum payment of $·3;000;00 as provided for.. in this Agreement or as 
asse~sed by the adjudicator an award ·;n the ·r.ange of:'i$:1o,ooo~oo. to 
$"20,000.00. 

"-:.-

Wnere serious harm can be demonstr.ated to the satisfaction of the adjudicator 
·an·i'sblated incident of sexual abuse; whiohincludes either·penetration or-onll 
or anal sex or masturbation, will falf within the ~mid ra.nge" or dep.ending on the 
circumstances within the most serious category of (.A> above. 

Where a ciaim is based solely on an isolated incident of severe physical assault 
resulting in broken bones and the like an award may be expected to fall within 
the upper end of the "mid range". 

Wher.e serious harm can be demonstrated and where an inmate was subjected 
to segregation on a repeated basis over an extended period of time and was 

. deprived Of food and/or clothing and/or bed facilities and/or washroom facilities 
. an award in the upper range of thf} ."O)id range" may be warranted. 

~' t t--' ' { ·,' ' :: ~ ··.: 

. The·::'lmid range" of .compensation i$ .~zo.OpQ.OQ .tp.l~.40,0QO.OO and it is 
intended .that the adjudicator will have the .. discretion . to make an award in 
relation to harmful consequences otcqnduct that:does not fall within either the 

_.most.seriot,.~s or the least serious forms of abuse as··identified here. 
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. . . 

It must ·b~ noted .that financi.al compensation Is pay~bl~ as a. result of thf:l harm 
and ·not as a result the proofof particular conduct; rt is not to be assumed .that 
each person !:Ubjected to the same fomi of abuse or misconduct win be' entitled 
io the same award. It is not to be assumed that proof of a particular act or 
series of acts constituting abuse .·or misconduct under this Agreement will 
without the adjudicator being satisfied as . to the ievel of harm entitle the 
applicant to any award beyond the minimum award· set out in the matrix. See 
section 4 and the matrix. . • •:. 

Not all the potential beneficiaries of the Agreement have disclosed the nature 
of the specific conduct constituting abuse. or misconduct to which they were 
subjected. However, of some 70 persons who have disclosed the full extent 

: "oftheir abuse;,the:following·scen~rios have beenrextr~cted.' Nofa'u aspects of 
. ; the·~followingmay"amount to'"abi.Jse' or ;misconduct Within 'the'·rfi~:a·ning of the 

Agreement and will depend' on the specific· circ-umstances ot~ach individual 
case. This catalogwi~ Jiowever,, ·give~ ~ ~good sefof examples· of the· .range_ of 
conduct that may, with attendant harm, quality under the Agreement. 

·~-'i:~c"t---_..~:.~··, . . ~ ., ·-"~~ .. ..-··-: · .· hJvr~, ,-~~.:; -.:_; -.-::~·: ~-:-·_. -:.~-,~-~:Z/'-tt· .. :,: .. ~i-t:,_ .. ,~: ~ 

·rough nandling;:,reporte'd'ab'usivtitiriie(nal~;::tlx·c~~sive;~-~gr~~~tlpn. 
;;.\, · : fondling~ of'· seco'i1da,Y} sexJal ~- ·argansf 1lfl9iiaf' 'r)1enetratid1-l; h~peated . 

. ' _;1'segre·gation:without clotlies . <; ':~-:~,!~! .. c:· ... · ~:... .. :· 

f-. . ·: i: .:· r~peated sexual intercourse - ... ;. ' 

' ...... 

'physical beatin·gs ! 

repeated sexual-touching, physical assaults, excessive segregation 
four ·solid (jays of segre,gation _ 
repeated sexuat·assaults; oral sex, physical beatings and confinement to 
segregation while nude· . ' · · · · 
repeated sexual fondling and segregation 
repeated sexu<;ll intercourse, repeated fondling, excessive internals, 
physical beatings 
isolated events 'of di.gital penetration with broom handle by inmates, 
repeated physical beatings, excessive segregation · 
repeated fondling, repeated beatings, excessive segregation 
sexual molestation, repeated segfegation · 
repeated internals . 
. repeate_d ·sexual touching, repeated internals, physical assaults 
repeated segregation · · 
repeated sexual touching1one physical beating re$Uitlng In a broken arm, 
repeated segregation . 
repeated sexual intercourse 
rough handling and segregation 
repeated fondling and if!ternals 

·-repeated-sex-ual intercourse, physical b&atings and se'gregat[Qn~ ' 
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The common element~, that are present iiwolve sexual misconduct, physical 
_beatings, unjustified internal exar:ninations and segre·gation not permitted .under 
the discipline procedures in place in the institution·. · · 

Ce document est aussi disponible en fra'ncais. 

~. . ...... 
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